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ABSTRACT

Building development has been causing adverse environmental effects with emissions of greenhouse gas in the range of about 40% and consumed energy of about 35% in 2018 in developing countries. Expediting green management practices in an environmental, economic, and social manner becomes crucial in the building industry. Guiding from the systematic literature review, a whole building life cycle engagement of Green Marketing Strategy (GMS) and Green Technology Development (GTD) as green management practices to achieve organizational performance success in terms of Green Performance Success (GPS) & Finance Performance Success (FPS) lacks scholars’ studies. From a theoretical point of view, the pre- and post-building phases’ critical factors should be further explored and investigated. Few research studies can be identified for the conventional construction projects in selecting critical organizational performance success factors in their pre- and post-project stages. This research aims to provide an understanding into the effects of the green management practices on organizational performance success through a questionnaire survey follows by post-survey interviews, case studies, and green expert interviews so as to incentivize the promotion of the green management practices to combat global warming and greenhouse gas emissions. The results of a moderated hierarchical regression analysis revealed that green management practices in terms of green marketing strategy and green technologies development have a significant impact on firm performance in terms of green performance success and financial performance success. Further investigations of how the supplier cooperation and green building uncertainty moderate green management practices on organizational performance are studied. The experts’ interviews directed that the government take a leading role in asserting green management practices implementation, particularly in making green building development mandatory. Advanced construction information technology (e.g., building information modeling) should be used to inspire the building process to generate and manage building data to improve the green building technological design incorporation to recycle the building elements with waste reduction. Above all, the instituting of a robust and operational market platform for the green materials and products with a performance index would enhance the vision and mission of green marketing strategy to reduce the materials costs progressively. Commitment and cooperation of suppliers to deliver suitable green performance materials and products is also beneficial to the building industry. As the study indicated, the higher level of technological and logistical integration with the suppliers’ base will lead to higher levels of environmental collaboration and building firms’ performance.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Research purposes and motivations

1.1.1 Research background

The buildings were responsible for greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) and energy consumption in the developing countries with 40% and 35% respectively in 2018\(^1\). The increase has accounted for a 7% rise since 2010. It may be double or potentially triple in the next centuries, an alarming level for the global warming effect that an urgent call should
be demanded to preserve the natural resources and sustain green and healthier well-being.

What about Hong Kong? The dominant source of GHG comes from the generation of electricity amounting to about 70%. Building and construction activities/operations in Hong Kong have consumed about 89% of electricity, mainly from air conditioning, lighting systems, and water pump systems. That means buildings in Hong Kong contribute to about 60% of GHG emissions. The second-largest source is 16% from the transport sector and 14% from waste management[2]. Hence, bringing down the consumption of electricity in the building operations will definitely curtail a large amount of GHG emissions in Hong Kong.

1.1.2 Arguments

Effective environmental management or commonly called green management is particularly crucial in the construction industry, which usually involves multi-parties. Green management is a prerequisite to link up all concerted efforts of all parties concerned to allay the negative impacts of the environmental performance of building development, operations, maintenance processes, and engineering systems throughout their building life cycle[3]. In the systematic literature review, two elements of green management practices (GMP) in the construction industry can be established as green marketing strategy (GMS) and green technologies development (GTD)[4]. Green management is focused on monitoring both the green technologies development process and green marketing strategic running of the building development to conserve the natural resources from these GMS and GTD processes[5]. These two elements of green management practices, GMS and GTD, have been accepted as green management tools in the last decade in the Hong Kong construction industry[6].

Green management is a culture built up in the green organization aiming to improve environmental management such as developing the personnel to pursue ecological activities, ecological energy-saving systems, environmental communications, and conservation of the natural resources. Green management comprises those green leadership attributes that will be innovated under this study to integrate the GMS & GTD in pursuing the organization’s performance success (OPS) inclusive of GPS and FPS of the building development firms in Hong Kong. Under the analysis of the systematic literature review from 48 papers published before the end of 2019[11], a study of the integration of GMS & GTD as green management practices is rare to use to determine the green performance success (GPS) and ultimately achieving the organization’s financial performance success (FPS).
1.2 Research questions

In this connection, this research aims to bridge this research gap by proposing and validating a research model of how the green management practices of GMS and GTD influence the firm’s green and financial performance in the building industry in Hong Kong. Other moderating factors that may affect the relationship between green management and firm performance during the project execution are also studied.

In light of the above objectives, the research questions can be developed as follows:

First: What kind of effects of green management practices in GMS and GTD will be placed on the building organizational performance?

Second: Are there any moderating factors that will strengthen or weaken the impact of green management practices on organizational performance?

1.3 Justifications of this research in construction industry

1.3.1 Research gap

Guiding from the systematic literature review, a whole building life cycle engagement of GMS and GTD as green management practices to achieve organizational performance success in terms of GPS & FPS lacks scholars’ studies. From a theoretical point of view, the pre- and post-building phases’ critical factors should be further explored and investigated. Few research studies can be identified for the conventional construction projects in selecting critical organizational performance success factors in their pre- and post-project stages. In cross-examinations with those traditional building projects, green management is unique in such ways as: multi-disciplined green experts are required and design will be prone more to be iterated to review the materials used; advanced simulation and analysis to avoid negative environmental impacts; higher construction standards for the reuse and recyclables of the green materials; additional site precautions for waste management, and innovative and novel materials. Hence, the success factors for the green building projects establishments and organizational performance success will not tally with those of traditional ones. Further investigations will need to sort out the inter-relationship between the design and construction phase against that for the building operation and running stage, particularly for assessing the financial performance for the whole building lifecycle costs. Previous findings have elaborated that the initial planning phase may contribute a heavy burden on the green projects due to requirements to engage large multi-disciplined green experts. But what happens afterward in the operation and building maintenance stage? This points to the research gap again.

Robichaud and Anantatmula and Ofori-Boadu et al. have also emphasized the crux of the initial phase of the green management practice with organization performance success such as FPS. However, their outcomes have not been verified. Green management practice should review those constituents that may have greater stimulation of the FPS throughout the project’s whole building life cycle. This further study may allow the project stakeholders to prioritize those green factors that may have a heavy impact on the project’s FPS in the whole building life cycle. It is noteworthy that there is as yet little exploration of these green elements essential to encourage the adoption of green management practices in terms of GMS & GTD in the construction industry. This adoption is another research gap.

To give a glimpse of some of the green critical factors, the top most significant factors that will be overlooked are compulsory environmental stipulations by the government, tendering conditions laid down by stakeholders that may be hard to accomplish, for instance, to set up renewal energy facility to consume 30% less energy in the whole building lifecycle. Other factors may include “guidelines and criteria set up for the green procurement by the government” which is the topmost vital, followed by “building life-cycle considerations adopting green construction technology, green marketing strategy and undertaking green management” and “executives’ green management commitments and requirements”. A further investigation like advanced construction information technology is necessary (e.g., building information modeling to be engaged to inspire a more stringent and concise design to eliminate the design discrepancies and divergences, thus avoiding reworks. Moreover, a full green materials market database will ease the procurement process and gradually decrease the green materials’ costs. Those green suppliers’ performance status en-
gaged in the provision of the green materials should be built up to save the time of pre-qualification. These are all worth further investigation.

1.4 Unique characteristics of the construction industry

1.4.1 Contributions

The study of the interrelationship of GMS and GTD taking as green management practices should offer good value to the construction industry with its unique characteristics amongst other sectors. The building sector calls for the various discipline of consultants, designers, architects, contractors, sub-contractors, suppliers and manufacturers. The duration of their interactions is only on a one goes until the completion of the project. This temporary working nature will constitute a highly complex interrelationship and collaboration strategies that may be required. Green management practices with green leadership skills are therefore particularly crucial in achieving organizational performance success.

Green management is also facing the same drawback. All these multi contracting parties will work for only one project duration with a dedicated but usually tight construction period. Costs will thus be escalated, and productivity will be low. Without a possibility of long-term collaboration among these temporary partners, what can GMS and GTD in terms of green management practices, step in to manage this challenging situation for organizational performance success as both green performance success (GPS) and financial performance success (FPS)? A comprehensive study on this application is worth further research. Without adopting green management practices in GMS and GTD, a single contractor cannot deal with such challenging, innovative green procurement of technologies and materials and renewable energy facilities, particularly on a complex and large project. The integration of green marketing strategy (GMS) and green technologies development (GTD) as GMP in driving the OPS of the building field as a whole should be worth further exploration and investigation.

1.5 The significance of green management practices on organizational performance success

The 4P conventional marketing synthesis of product, price, place, and promotion is noteworthy. Still, the conversion of this concept to green marketing strategy (GMS) needs further exploration as it is a crucial process to achieve green products and services in driving the organizational performance success in terms of GPS/FPS in the building activities of Hong Kong.

In contrast, green management principles are significant in improving organizational performance success if adequately implemented. According to reference [16], the potential positive effect of green management is attributable to the following underlying factor:

- Information and analysis

The GMP to collect information and analyze the customer needs is viable to ascertain the green products specifications like energy-saving appliances on top of other customer requirements like thermal comfort, etc. Other GMP like using Quality Function Deployment and Failure Mode and Effects Analysis can be included in the design for green tools and practices [17]. This paper will seek beyond the green management concepts and find evidence of how the association of green GMS and GTD can support the company’s contributions toward organizational performance success.

- Adaptation of green technologies development to green management practices

The construction sector is crucial for the economy, employment, and green environment. The growth of construction activities will reach 90% in 2030, around $16 trillion for the three major cities of the US, India, and China, accounting for 60% of the global market [18]. Green building technologies development is always a concern, but green technologies development is relatively new and will be more demanding. Its philosophy has been expanded only since the 1980s soon after the Brundtland Commission Report entitled “Our common future” [19].

Both GTD and GPS became the primary concern to all construction counterparts. Integration of GTD to green management practices should be the vital direction to be explored and adapted if organizational performance success in terms of GPS and FPS can be achieved. Adequate tools and practices should be established to achieve positive environmental effects, particularly in waste management and resource conservation, including green facilities.
designed for the complete building life cycle with the least environmental disturbance. The development of green management practices in this area is the research gap that will be postulated in this study.

2. Literature review

The literature review begins with the definition of green building; green management practices followed by green technologies development (GTD), and how green marketing strategy (GMS) contributes to green management practices. Green performance success (GPS) and financial performance success (FPS) are defined as organizational performance success. Exploration is also discussed of the project building owners (PBO) is also essential in support of GPS, and their inspiration, impetus, and commitment will be investigated. The selection of drivers and barriers is made through a literature review to find the crucial moderators for this study.

2.1 Green building

Building development has been causing adverse environmental effects with emissions of greenhouse gas in the range of about 40%. It consumes energy of about 35% in 2018 in developing countries[1].

The development of green buildings can deter the negative impact on the environment, but it can also foster the needs of society and the economy. Unless the green building is well defined, it will hinder the promotion and implementation of green building. It is thus worthwhile to critically review the extant green building studies so far. Most of the green building studies predominantly dominate to deter the environmental negative effect, while others in social and economic aspects are often neglected. The following sections will give a full report regarding green building in all aspects of studies.

2.2 Green certified building

Green building is defined/certified under various green performance certification (GPC) rating tools. The leading GPC include BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Methodology) in the UK, LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) in the USA, CASBEE (Comprehensive Assessment System for Built Environment Efficiency) in Japan, Green Globes in Canada, Green Star in Australia, Green Mark in Singapore, and BEAM Plus NB (Building Environmental Assessment Method Plus for New Building) in Hong Kong. All these GPCs were developed by the green building council in each country/region. In Hong Kong, it is HKGBC (Hong Kong Green Building Council). The assessment is carried out by professionals accredited by the local green building council. The World Green Building Council has been established to link up all these local councils over the world. Each structure of these GPCs is similar to a large extent with variations under local climatic, environmental, economic, and geographic conditions[20].

2.3 Environmental aspects

Green building studies are often laid on the efficiency in the use of energy, water, materials/resources, and GHG emissions[21,22]. For instance, design, which helps to save energy and to reduce fly ashes could be used for structural elements of green buildings, reducing the waste to the landfills[23,24]. By the same token, the implementation of precast technologies helps to reduce construction waste to a large extent[25]. Indeed, precast reinforced concrete panels and prefabricated steel are the most commonly accepted green building techniques in Hong Kong to alleviate the adverse impact on the environment[25].

2.4 Social aspects

Construction activities are a social process[26]. In the construction context, the green buildings’ social aspects cover living quality, occupational health and safety, corporate social responsibilities, and future professional development[27,28]. On the other hand, in the building operation context, the green building’s social aspects tally with a healthy and safe environment for all stakeholders like the construction personnel, users, occupants, and operators[29]. It was posited that social green performance indicators should be taken into account human impacts (including the occupants’ perception), social impacts, and consideration of local community[30]. In some cases, the Chartered Institute of Building adopts the corporate social responsibility performance as one of the criteria when awarding contracts. This performance has motivated the building industry to place a vital focus on green social aspects in construction activities. Some gurus argued
that green education should be a social aspect dimension of the GPC rating tool over the building’s whole life cycle\[^{31}\]. They recommended several educated indicators to the existing GPC rating tools, including training provisions in using public transport and bikes, awareness of local environmental issues, the know-how of both national and regional green-related regulations, understanding of waste recycling and reduction and reuse. Some researchers also identified security within the campus and access provision to disabled and disadvantaged occupants as green social indicators for green universities\[^{32}\]. Others have also suggested covering well-being and comfort of occupants, accessibility to public facilities, and level of awareness of green building issues\[^{33}\].

### 2.5 Economic and cultural aspects

Apart from the environmental indicators of GPC, the significance of social, economic, and cultural aspects of green building has rarely been discussed\[^{33}\]. These cover the economic value, impacts on the local economy, cultural perception, and inspiration\[^{34}\]. The benefits of energy refurbishments are reflected in the cost savings that have improved energy efficiency and the potential value added to the property like improved rental value and market value\[^{35}\]. These cost savings will help to shorten the payback period of investment for energy efficiency implementation to the green building.

### 2.6 Recent green performance assessment tools for green building

Under the consideration of the different aspects to define green building, the green building certification systems have opted to change the green performance indicators to include those social, economic, and cultural aspects of green building. For instance, one of the six categories of Green Star in Australia, Governance differs from the type of Management in BEAM Plus v2 New Building in Hong Kong. The governance category has stepped up to corporate and community levels of management, including corporate control and social responsibility, together with the provision of green education for the local community. For instance, points will be awarded for:

Corporate level reporting in green processes:

- Performance in health and safety, such as providing recreational facilities and local transport integration in the green building design.
- Economic input like the provision of local employment opportunities and adding value to the building.

Above all, the clear definition of green building should embrace the environmental aspects of green building development and the other dimensions like social, economic, and cultural green performance indicators. This clear definition of green building is important for all multi-building parties involved like the developers, architects, consultants, building contractors, sub-contractors and all other green suppliers and manufacturers so that a clear vision and mission of the green building development can be put forward to effectively reduce the carbon footprints encountered to date. The green management practices can then aim to achieve further motivation for promoting and implementing green building developments.

### 2.7 Green management practices

Under the study of Wu et al.\[^{36}\], green management of the construction refers to the management actions throughout the whole building operations to avoid adverse environmental effects and preserve natural raw materials, including water and energy. Green management aims to provide occupants with a contented living environment complying with the green requirements. The green management’s core value is to achieve “customers oriented with optimal impacts to the environment”.

#### 2.7.1 Customers oriented

Customers are also the end-users and the natural environment. Green management should provide an end product with a contented internal air quality, thermal, and audial comfort with the comfortable outdoor environment. An objective of green management is to conserve the natural environment and minimize its negative impacts. “The customer-oriented” can be manifested in Figure 1.
2.7.2 Optimal impacts on the environment

Green management pursues to maximize and sustain in the long term the building’s green rewards while minimizing the building lifecycle’s adverse effects on the natural environment with good considerations/implementations in each phase of programming, design, construction/rebuilding, maintenance, and waste disposal. The optimal impacts chart is illustrated in Figure 2.

Life cycle analysis (LCA) was considered essential to promoting the green management of the construction. The integration idea—“customers-oriented with optimal impacts to the environment” defines the green workflow process in a whole building life cycle to sustain green and healthy architecture underlying perfect guidance to green management. Green management strives to maximize the long-term green benefits of the architecture and minimize the whole building life cycle adverse environmental effects by incorporating such schemes as programming, design, and building, rebuilding, and discarding.[36]

To effectuate the green management on a green building project, the following measures should be taken[37]:

1. To implement integrated environment management to draw green rewards while alleviating the negative environmental impacts simultaneously;
2. To set up the environmental performance desired level complying with local environmental policies and regulations, which project building stakeholders want to attain;
3. To develop an organizational structure, identifying the relationship, responsibilities, and communications mode among important participants involved in the projects;
4. To adopt green construction practices such as using recycled paving blocks and using precast and modular integrated construction;
5. Finally, to set up a platform of green materials, green technologies, and green suppliers to help in regular updating and sharing of the green information to all practitioners concerned.

The green management study cannot be left behind by the study of a project manager’s green management attributes. A competent project manager is vital to green performance success. There are a significant number of papers concentrating on evaluating green management styles in driving the green building delivery in the construction industry. A survey was undertaken to identify a successful and optimum green management style for managerial and executive positions for green management[38]. A green management model will be formulated with green technologies development (GTD) to identify the project manager’s this green management style.

The success of green management practices relied on prime factors like the active commitment of top management, green marketing strategy with green procurement, green technology development with waste minimizing and cleaner technology advancement, green certification, and the customers’ concerted support[39].

Green management practice cannot be treated as isolated action; it will correlate with various kinds of stakeholders[40,41]. For instance, if a company works with other suppliers, it will easily communicate with partners and other manufacturers like cement and steel-making factories. The company can then be more comfortable selling those residue products as raw materials to customers.

With the advance of GTD, the pivotal attributes of green management should be evaluated. Previous managerial competencies studies did not have mainly evaluated the critical skills and traits required to deliver a successful GTD project. Unlike any traditional building project, it can be evaluated that green management may face challenges such as higher green construction costs and the risks ensued from various kinds of project delivery schemes like design and build options for green projects where
the green standards may be ambiguous or difficult to achieve. It is noteworthy that it will take longer to plan and approve any innovative green products and green construction technologies for execution as no past job references can be identified. The analysis by Hwang et al. exposed top ten challenges that would be encountered by green management in managing and control of green projects: 1) the longer duration for the pre-construction process to define green standards and the renewal energy facility to be adopted by the project stakeholders; 2) difficulty in the procurement of subcontractors with GTD experience and ability; 3) deficient in green products and equipment knowledge; 4) the high supply cost of green products and equipment; 5) substantial communications and interaction with green consultants to clarify the green specifications and standards to be followed; 6) frequent design changes to comply with adoption of green standards that may be hard to construct; 7) ambiguous terms in the green specifications in the construction details; 8) risks escalated in performing green techniques and materials; 9) non-traditional construction sequences which may not be familiar with traditional contractors; and 10) unfamiliar working sequences for green construction techniques.

These will dedicate critical green management know-how and traits that are essential to resolve the above hiccups that have been identified. After all, green manager’s critical knowledge areas involve proper schedule management, planning, and control of stakeholders, communication, close coordination with green consultants and green subcontractors and suppliers, and the cost and green quality. To sum up, the crucial green management skills required are those project management competencies in problem analysis and resolution, making decisions, team building and collaboration, persuasion & motivation. The two essential constituents of green management practices are GTD and GMS, as defined below.

2.8 Green technologies development (GTD)

A GTD’s perspective was developed from the “green revolution” that sparkled in the 1980s and was commonly referred to as intelligent buildings sustainable for future generations to preserve the natural resources. GTD is focused on improving the living environment with green technologies available with good interior environmental comfort for the occupants’ well-being. The features of GTD commonly acknowledged are blended with living conditions with nature and architecture and reduction of environmental pollution. Aside from the above ecological benefits, green buildings are more preferred for inhabitation than those traditional ones, with the results to step up human’s productivity and comfort.

A GTD can conserve the natural environment extensively for the whole building life cycle like energy, water, and materials resulting in reducing environmental pollution and providing comfortable and healthier habitable internal spaces for the occupants’ well-being. Since the 1990s, GTD has pinpointed the natural environment and other green issues such as cost-effectiveness and corporate social responsibility. Green buildings have progressed remarkably worldwide with a tremendous amount of buildings graded “green”.

However, GTD would require new green building technologies and materials with complex architectural design, which makes GTD more challenging than traditional buildings delivery. In a number of studies, it comes to review that the work productivity, time, and price of GTD were inferior to that of conventional projects. Innovative organizational strategies like green marketing strategy (GMS) and green procurement policies under proper green management are crucial to the green performance success (GPS) of green projects. Therefore, traditional marketing strategies and project management practices should be reformed and embedded with a green perspective so as accomplish green projects.

Despite the economic growth in the last century, almost 2 billion people still lack proper electricity supply and sanitation access. Green technologies development (GTD) in this study will target to sustain economic growth and maintain the natural resources and environmental services for our well-being. It will strive to pursue new and reliable energy development from natural resources like wind and water (see illustrations in Figure 3(A)) to reduce GHG emissions and environmental warming. Other examples of green technologies are shown in Figure 3(B).
Illustrations of new and renewable energy development may comprise:

(1) Solar photovoltaic (PV) components draw the energy from the sun. These may be in the form of thin-film solar PV stone/pebbles tiles;

(2) Solar ventilation preheat collector operation, traps the heat in a solar wall and distribute it to all rounds of the building;

(3) Wind and water turbines transform the natural wind and water running energy into electrical energy;

(4) Heat pump drawing heat energy from the earth’s inner core;

(5) Organic waste produces fuels for transportation and generate electricity.

Examples of green technologies may include:

(1) Treated-reclaimed water from cooling towers, running water from cleaning and recreational facilities for plantation of soft landscape area;

(2) The water generated from the centralized air conditioning system in the shopping mall is gathered for the plantation. Water consumption can be reduced to 68% per year and saved for the plantation;

(3) Greenings provide the mall’s rooftop and elevation to the public facilities rooms;

(4) Slanted glass panes divert the sound in the balcony;

(5) Reduce 8 dB (A) can be achieved with a window with acoustic inlay;

(6) Natural ventilation design in buildings with landscape floor/refuge floor open for natural ventilation;

(7) Daylight design of the building with natural lighting in the atrium;

(8) Chilled beam—Distributed water through the ceiling pipes through a “beam” can exchange the heat to chill the air and becomes denser & falls down. Warmer air moves up, causing a convection effect, and cooling the room;

(9) Modular Integrated Construction—The free unit of modules with finishes and features can be prefabricated in a factory under the Hong Kong Building Department code and delivered to the site for installation;

(10) Concrete precast panel production—The precast concrete unit is produced under a Hong Kong code of practice of 2016 with a reusable mould cured in a controlled environmental condition and delivered to the site and lifted in place as a standard unit for the building.

Building activities in its lifecycle consume 35% of energy and account for 40% of GHG emissions. Renewable energy sources should be considered in new buildings and existing buildings to mitigate the above effects.

The transformation of sustainable development to green development can be further elaborated as follows: Parkin[54] defined the most acceptable definition of sustainable development among almost 200 other definitions: “Sustainable development meets the current needs and aspirations without causing damages to the prospects of the future gen-
erations.\textsuperscript{19} The Earth Summit in 1992 defined the development of sustainability as an “Economic process to maintain in line with earth’s bearing capacity”. It aims to balance the needs of the community, the natural environment, and commercial development while maintaining the natural raw materials.\textsuperscript{55} Adding the renewable energy commitment for GTD, four (4) dimensions of green technologies development (GTD) can be established:

Community GTD is obligated with a legal, moral, and ethical social responsibility of the building organizations:

(1) Natural GTD aims to minimize the use of natural raw materials and waste management;

(2) Commercial GTD will focus on high financial returns for the green building activities;\textsuperscript{56}

(3) Energy GTD obligates to innovate new and renewable energy sources to mitigate the GHG emission.

These four (4) dimensions of GTD can be illustrated in Figure 4 below:

![Figure 4. The four (4) dimensions of green development.](image)

2.9 Green marketing strategy (GMS)

The 4P conventional marketing synthesis of product, price, place, and promotion is converted to a 4C sustainable marketing mix of customer resolution, customer cost, convenient accessibility, and connected exchange by McCarthy to include the criteria for sustainability into a marketing strategy. This sustainability perspective in marketing strategy can be further evolved as a green marketing strategy to place more emphasis on environmental protection, energy conservation, and renewable energy, thus transforming a sustainable marketing mix to a green marketing mix comprising of another 4C’s, i.e., Corporate social responsibility, Competitive advantage, Conserve & renewable energy, and Customer relationship management.

The GMS is a process to sell products/services with green elements (1) with no harmful content, (2) that are recyclable, (3) that are made from renewable wood/bamboo products from a man-made forest, (4) having no excessive packaging and (5) that are designed to be mendable and reusable, not being thrown away.

Vinod Kumar et al.\textsuperscript{57} has given a comprehensive evaluation and evolution from marketing strategy to that of green marketing strategy:

(1) Marketing strategy lays down the vital choices in products, marketing activities, and resources to the customers’ satisfaction. It concerns the positioning, marketing mix, and branding strategy of the company.\textsuperscript{58}

(2) The GMS is a holistic marketing management process to avoid any adverse effect on human and natural green well-being.\textsuperscript{10}

Hence, the target of GMS is to attain a desirable competitive edge for the company.\textsuperscript{59} It should preserve the natural raw materials and use less, but the principle of marketing is to consume further.\textsuperscript{60} To make a balance, GMS should be formulated with a profit in return for reducing environmental impacts.\textsuperscript{10} Thus, GMS can help achieve a competitive advantage and cost savings with innovations for better distribution and better promotion strategies. The companies should hence address the importance of GMS issues to beat down the intense competition in the green market.

Green management practice in the context of GMS aims to enhance GMS efficiency build up in the environment\textsuperscript{61,62} as well as stepping up the OPS of a company and other parts of the GMS\textsuperscript{63–65}, thus building up the company’s competitive edge in the building industry\textsuperscript{66–68}. The merit is accrued from the growth in the constructive corporate prestige associated with the market share and profitability increase\textsuperscript{69,70}. Various kinds of research have been made to study the critical success factors to evaluate, analyze, and monitor the organizational performance in the execution of GMP in GMS aspect.\textsuperscript{71}

The factors may cover the market pressure, organizational factors, inter-organizational factors, information management, active commitment from the top management and suppliers, and the improvement of green materials and products performance index.
2.10 The green marketing mix

In GMS, the green marketing mix will turn into a more innovative manner:

(1) Corporate social responsibility (CSR) (green products)
Green marketing is a part of the CSR to produce green products. Green products are usually durable, non-hazardous, made from reused constituents, and have eco-friendly packaging with reusable and refillable containers[72].

The GMS may cover any reusable, less packaging materials, using a sustainable source of raw materials and eco-friendly design products that are repairable and easy to dispose of, safer and more agreeable to use[73,74].

(2) Competitive advantage (green price)
Green products can charge a more competitive price by adding value to take care of the health of the customers and the communities at the same time while preserving natural resources. Consumers are more likely and willing to pay as they also contribute to greening the environment[74]. The green price can thus shape green products as a competitive edge for the company.

(3) Conserve & renewable energy (green place)
Instead of using other imported energy, the company can shift to local production. This local production will tally with using renewable energy by conserving energy use through managing the logistics of transportation. This green place strategy avoids the transport of the product from a distant area, thus reducing long transport costs and the carbon emission consequent from the different modes of transportation.

(4) Customer relationship management (green promotion)
Customer relationship management helps the consumers to access the environmental information platform to get in hold of the recent green products produced by the company together with its competitive features. This GMS not only helps to promote the relationship with the customers but also helps to promote the marketing of green products in a straightforward and convenient channel through the internet and eco-labels[75].

2.11 Why firms should adopt GMS

Many researchers have posited several rationales behind why firms should adopt the use of GMS. An environmental marketing strategy will offer an opportunity to achieve the vision and mission of the company[76]. It is believed that the firm should be more ethically and socially responsible[77]. Government regulations and stipulations have become more stringent to force firms to be environmentally concerned and responsible[78]. Eco-friendly competitors will add social and environmental pressure on firms to make changes in their green marketing strategies and activities[78]. The production and manufacturing factories have followed green production to produce green products and recycle products, thus forcing the firms to adopt the use of green products accordingly modifying their favor in green marketing development[79].

2.12 GMS in the building industry

Commencing from the late 80s of last century, green marketing building company has formulated GMS to use green eco-friendly products in response to those environmentally conscious consumers. Promotion in GMS in this kind of building company will cover the following activities:

(1) Establishing the relationship between the environment and the green product/service;
(2) Encouraging an eco-friendly lifestyle;
(3) Displaying the social responsibility for the environment.

GMS focuses the effort to produce green products that are considered safe for the environment[80]. In the context of the building industry, the green construction product is a green building. Green Building is energy efficient with lower operating costs and does not provide any adverse effects on the environment[81] incorporating:

(1) Using energy, water, and other resources efficiently;
(2) Looking after the health and environmental comfort of the users with increasing productivity;
(3) Reducing waste and recycling the use of wastewater generated in households like dishwashers, bathtubs, washbasins for plantation and other implementations[82];
(4) Setting up a renewable energy scheme in the building. Renewable energy may comprise those solar photovoltaic (PV) components to draw the sun’s energy, transforming the natural wind and water running power into electrical energy and
drawing heat energy from the earth’s inner core using heat pumps.

(5) Development of vegetable areas like green roofs as insulation envelops against sunlight, thus lowering the use of energy use in air-conditioning in the building. Other vegetable areas can be a rooftop or intermediate refuge floors used as a garden of the building. In all cases, the plants are freestanding planters placed on top of the top of the level of the building. The use of planting pots can be an alternative to have a pleasing greening effect. A building may have significantly lower overall energy consumption. It can rationally use raw materials and resources without any excessive burden on the environment and reduce the environmental comfort of the tenants living there. This use of raw materials is one way of achieving green products, the green building, through the adoption of GMS. Generally, construction companies do not normally formulate the GMS system.

2.13 Green performance success (GPS)

In 2009, the Green Building Council Limited in HK (HKGBC) was established to raise awareness of green building development and has updated a Building Environment Assessment Method Plus New Building (BEAM Plus NB) v2 in Sept 2019 to improve the green standards for the construction sector in HK. Based on this standard, several green performance successes (GPS) criteria are established in Table 1. The setup will help to evaluate the green performance success (GPS) to achieve green building construction. It will be used as a key success criterion for the green performance success (GPS) assessment in this study.

Table 1. Key GPS criteria under BEAM Plus v2 (09/2019) for evaluating the green performance under this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPS criteria under BEAM Plus NB v2 (09/2019)</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design and build management</td>
<td>DBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green sites</td>
<td>GS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste reduction</td>
<td>WR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy consumption</td>
<td>EC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water consumption</td>
<td>WC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human environmental quality</td>
<td>HEQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovations</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In BEAM Plus NB v2 (09/2019), credits are grouped into the following categories:

(1) DBM—Design and Build Management;
(2) GS—Green Sites;
(3) WR—Waste Reduction;
(4) EC—Energy Consumption;
(5) WC—Water Consumption;
(6) HEQ—Human Environmental Quality; and
(7) IN—Innovations.

DBM integrates design and builds, incorporating the design teams with building professionals covering all processes from design to construction with the following targets:

(1) Combines design and build to expedite the construction process;
(2) Pursue green practices and processes;
(3) Implement green design and green technologies and renewable energy facilities;
(4) Foster green building education.

GS integrates neighborhood with site location with the following core objectives:

(1) Merge the neighborhoods with the site;
(2) Enhance the use of recycled materials;
(3) Provide green site environment with plantation;
(4) Use of renewable energy for the site set up.

WR minimizes the waste accumulation by aiming to:

(1) Use the materials efficiently;
(2) Reuse and recycle the building materials; and
(3) Cut down the waste generations.

EC reduces the building operation energy consumption and focuses on:

(1) Control the use of energy;
(2) Use renewable and alternative energy facilities; and
(3) Adapt energy savings tools and equipment.

WC alleviates the water consumption by pursuing to:

(1) Conserve waste usage;
(2) Recycle the water for harvesting and washing; and
(3) Treat the water discharged from the buildings.

HEQ designs to achieve environmental comfort and air quality such as indoor environmental quality (IEQ) and concentrates to:

(1) Device for the green living;
(2) Maintain thermal and audial comfort; and
(3) Build up interior and outdoor air quality.

IN promotes and rewards true innovations and focuses to:
(1) Innovate green technologies; and
(2) Source and develop green materials.

The scoring system is devised for each of the above environmental performances for green certification with bronze to platinum medals award. Table 2 shows the weighting % and maximum scores needed for each environmental performance category. The minimum % and scores required for gaining the green certification award are presented in Table 2.

**Table 2.** The weighting % and maximum scores to be obtained for each environmental performance category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Weighting</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design and Build Management</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Sites</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Reduction</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Consumption</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Consumption</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Environmental Quality</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovations</td>
<td>Bonus</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** The minimum % scores obtained for each grade of the GPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Minimum percentage for each category</th>
<th>Total score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>≥80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>≥60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>≥50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronze</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>≥30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.** Demonstration example (remarks: C = B/A; E = C × D ×100)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>The credits applied (A)</th>
<th>The credits assessed (B)</th>
<th>% assessed credit (C)</th>
<th>The weighting (D)</th>
<th>Weighted assessed points (E)</th>
<th>Classification award</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBM</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Bronze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEQ</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>Bronze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Bonus</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this example, the complete score attained is 60.0, and the rating individually in DBM, GS, WR, and EC is Gold, the rating in WC & HEQ is Bronze. However, because of adding the bonus of IN, the overall rating is 60 (≥60%) and can therefore be awarded as Gold.

The determination of GPS is rested on achieving at least a bronze medal under BEAM Plus NB v2 (09/2019). The above green performance success (GPS) achievement can provoke project building stakeholders to accentuate the green performance of the buildings and quality of well-being via better site selections with good public transportation accessibility and locally available services and integration as well as energy/water saving together with installation of renewable energy facilities throughout the whole building life cycle.

In Hong Kong, the green development was commissioned by the Government in 1997 to formulate the GTD strategies taking a deep concerted effort in balancing the environment, social and economic concerns. In 2018, the Green Building Council of HK (HKGBC) launched a green building vision—“To make homes healthier for people” that provides an action list for construction professionals, i.e.,

(1) Design to cut down the waste;
(2) Trigger the use of precast and modular integrated construction (MIC) methods to reduce waste;
(3) Conserve and enhance a different variety of natural resources;
(4) Promote the use of green building materials to avoid pollution;
(5) Preserve and recycle water usage;
(6) Install energy-saving facilities like LED lighting.

A new energy scheme has been kicked off by the Environment Bureau of HK in late 2018 to spur customers of the power company to install solar/wind power systems. The installer can sell their surplus electricity to the city network at a rate 5 times...
above the present rate. This tariff fit-in arrangement will help to facilitate money return for this power generation setup and will entice others to follow suit. While complying with social and environmental requirements, GTD can also drive profits to the organization. Some of the primary green drivers in HK for GTD are the government green stipulation like BEAM Plus, brand name, and the advantage over the competitors. On the other hand, Williams and Dai have reviewed several green management challenges/barriers in England via some case studies. The barriers include but are not limited to no green processes considered/favored by the stakeholders, deficient of green experts and high costs premium perceived against the actual costs, and inadequate development of green materials and technologies. Additionally, the survey of over a thousand construction business leaders by Boston Consulting Group (BCG) and MIT Sloan Management Review has revealed the lack of the right and effective green information to make green building development decisions, thus delivering defective green projects by these unqualified companies. These green building development drivers/benefits coupled with their challenges/barriers will be further explored as moderators for GPS in the study.

2.14 Financial performance success (FPS)

OPS can secure several FPS to the project building stakeholders (PBS), both visible and non-visible. Under this study, the FPS will focus on the analysis and evaluation of life cycle cost savings, design savings, upgrades in the construction process/workers’ productivity, and an increase in social value and status. The number of FPS is shown in Figure 5 below:

(1) Lifecycle cost (LCC) savings
LCC marks the holistic “costs and benefits over the life of a particular product, technology, or system.” The benefits can be accrued from the savings in the optimum usage of utilities and reduced building operations and maintenance costs, comparing the projected expenses against those actually incurred. As a reference, Lockwood C. has reckoned that in its initial year, one building has contributed “…42 percent less energy and 34 percent less water than standard buildings of comparable size.”

The savings in design come to the next source of benefit savings, including:
- Use of optimally sized facility as stipulated in the design;
- Minimize the size of sewer and utility line and paving area, etc.;
- Integrated natural lighting/ventilation and highly efficient motors to optimize the design of the mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) system, particularly to reduce the energy consumed by the water pressure booster pumps system;
- Implement a grid-connected photovoltaic system for solar energy intake and the use of recycled water for washing and planting;
- Reuse and recycle materials like using locally demolished materials to reduce transportation costs and boosts the local economy.

(2) Upgrading the construction process
“Environmentally conscious construction practices can markedly reduce site disturbance, minimize the quantity of waste sent to landfills, and conserve the natural resources during construction. It can also minimize the prospect of adverse indoor air quality and thermal & audial comfort in the finished building.”

(3) Upgrading the workers’ productivity
The improved environment air value and thermal well-being will enhance the workers’ health, reduce absenteeism, decrease turnover, and increase productivity. The elimination of noxious particles in the building will relieve the stakeholders’ liability.

(4) Increase in social value and status
A building certified green will be made known and acknowledged by the public with an increase in social status and value. This increase in social value is a way to turn green to gold concept allowing the inhabitants to enjoy improved air quality and thermal and audial comfort. On the other hand, building
green should defeat the old concept as soon as the learning curve flattens and the green market reached its summit. The cost reduction of green materials has down the cost premiums of most of the green contractors. It should be noteworthy that to sustain the above FPS, the early kick-in of green experts like those beam-pro and LEED authorized persons (AP) will be beneficial to the whole green project to the fruitful achievement of green building projects with economic value and FPS.

2.15 The moderating roles of drivers and benefit

2.15.1 The drivers and benefits

The drivers and benefits of the green projects’ delivery can be identified under the following categories:

1. The Hong Kong Green Building Council (HKGBC) in 2018 envisaged that: “To make homes healthier for people and planet” which underlined core action lists for the building industry as:
   • Minimizing waste in the project design;
   • Promoting the Modular Integrated Construction (MIC) method to reduce waste;
   • Conserving and enhancing different variety of life;
   • Non-contaminating the environment, use non-contaminated construction products;
   • Preserving water resources;
   • Using energy-saving and efficient appliances with valid energy-efficient accredited (Energy Star) certificates.

2. At the same time (2018), the Hong Kong Environment Bureau also launched a renewable energy scheme to spur households/companies to install renewable energy facilities such as rooftop solar or wind systems. The investors can apply to sell their excess supply to the city’s power grid at up to five times the current retail price. The idea of this “feed-in-tariff” is to shorten the payback period of the investment and entice more residents and companies to make such purchases, increasing the share of clean energy in the city’s primarily fossil fuel-based power generation.

3. Project building owners’ motivation and commitments

Project building owners (PBO) are vital project participants in the GD and its successful delivery of green building projects. Their motivations and commitments will definitely constitute a grave driving force toward the adoption of green project activities, which will positively impact the relationship between GM and OPS. With the PBO commitment (OC) and motivation (OM), they can assure both the green performance success (GPS) and financial performance success (FPS) of green projects. These factors can be visualized as a major source of drivers and benefits to the green project’s development. Most of the core papers under the systematic literature review generally reflected the dedicated inter-relationship of various practitioners involved in the construction field about the green marketing strategy (GMS) and green technologies development (GTD). The role of PBO, the OC and OM’s synergy and how the OM will increase the OC, and how OC and OM trigger the GPS and FPS in GTD remains uncertain in the extant literature review. Under the study by Krane et al., PBO can be identified as those who finance the building projects and use the buildings as the end-users who operates and runs the building through its whole life cycle.

In cross-comparison to the conventional buildings, green buildings take more process delivery such as additional site environment precautions, renewal energy efficiency, design iterations to comply with green certifications, and repeated simulations to test the energy facilities to achieve the green objective. Besides, various multi-discipline project specialists are required to participate incessantly to give their green practices competencies. Moreover, sophisticated building facilities, techniques, and materials such as chilled beams need to be integrated into the green design building system.

A chilled beam is a type of convection heat exchange system where a series of water pipework is pierced through a “beam” in the ceiling to chill the air passing around it. The air chilled is denser and will come down to the floor level allowing the lighter and warmer air moves upwards for the replacement. This constant air movement/interchange will ultimately cool down the environment. This difficult green building design delivery will have to call upon various participant building professionals such as green designers, green project managers, contractors, and quantity surveyors. While the above participants’ role is very important to overcome the
above green complexities of the green buildings' delivery, PBS is often left behind. The involvement of PBO is termed as OC supporting the GTD in the following ways, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** The project building owners’ commitment.

1. **Provide green vision and mission statement**
   
The vision & mission statement should contain the scope, goals, and actions required to bring green building projects. The wording should be clear, concise, understandable, and achievable to all green participants. The green building rating system to be adopted by PBO should be well indicated in the statement, such as BEAM Plus v2 in Hong Kong or LEED in the US.

2. **Finance the green project delivery to ensure its success**
   
The investments placed on the green building projects will signify and accentuate the PBO’s determination for green building development. A lot of researchers agreed that early resolution of PBO would indicate the SC with previous stage. This initial green building development directive by PBO can be transformed into green mission statements to initiate the site determination with the green design set up.

3. **Integrate other project participants**
   
   This OC to establish the collaborative green project environment is vital to bring all participants together at the earliest stage to evolve and share green knowledge, particularly at the design stage. The integration of all participants will cut down the timing for familiarization among all parties concerned, thus ensuring each participant’s early contribution to secure the implementation of GTD for GPS.

4. **Embark top management support**
   
The PBO’s top management support initiation in the PBO’s organizations can engage technical green professionals to support other practitioners during the GTD process. The top management on behalf of the PBO will ensure:
   
   - that the best economically valued green design option is chosen, and
   - that the PBO’s investments can be paid back within the schedule defined in the project vision.

5. **Inculcate the project team participants to build up the concepts of GTD**
   
The education of the green project team in the PBO’s organization is critical to achieving the PBO’s mission of GTD. For instance, PBO is the cause of green contribution to industrial building activities in India. PBO often takes up the role of green project leadership, which may stimulate the education of other project team participants. The support of PBO in the educational institutions often influences the development of green research and may engage independent researchers as advisers to GTD. The findings from the researcher can often be treated as educational input to improve the GTD.

6. **Lead the commissioning of the green project**
   
   Various green certification schemes are available in the market such as BEAM Plus v2 (09/2019), LEED, etc., which will be considered the PBO green certification frameworks to guide the whole building lifecycle activities in its design, construction, and operation. This PBO commitment to the commission of separate experts for this green assessment should be at a very early stage of the GTD so that the green advice can be embedded in the design before construction.

7. **Recruit and empower green project team**
   
The PBO may participate in the procurement selection process of sub-contractors with green building experience and know-how; suppliers for the green building materials; green project teams who have experience in the GTD. This participation may help to step up the collaboration of the whole working team. In certain circumstances, the PBO may lay environmental criteria as the benchmarks to choose the green building team.

It should be noteworthy that green building is prone to innovation. It may encounter radical transformation to suit the environmental changes in the course of construction, delivery and use in the project. The PBO empowers other green practitioners...
to have a freehand to initiate and apply the creative design option, and materials are essential for the GPS. Usually, PBO will empower the practitioners to think imaginatively instead of strictly adapting the green specification and the Government’s stipulations. What PBO can do in this aspect is to leave open-mindedness for the specific requirements and allow others to tinker with their imaginations to work out the best innovative solutions.

(8) Encourage improved green performance of the project participants

The GTD is often highly sophisticated and discouraging for the participants to achieve the GPS. PBO, in this aspect, can devise creative measures to encourage the participants to improve their green performance during the GTD stages. PBO may take the initiative to lay down the incentive scheme in the construction agreement with the contractors to stimulate their impetus to ramp up their GPS. PBO can make use of the project meetings to evaluate individuals and reward those with high green performance. In some cases, PBO can improvise a competitive award among the project team members to step up the participants’ GPS.

In support of the above PBO commitment, the pervasive incentive is the individual’s level of motivation. The incentives may comprise the following as illustrated in Figure 7 below:

The above indicates that project building stakeholders’ motivation will stimulate and encourage their commitments and in synergy, will both step up the successful GTD in the building industry. The conceptual framework below in Figure 8 will clarify the above PBO motivation and commitment.

Figure 8. The conceptual framework for the synergy of project building owners’ motivation and commitment.

As illustrated in the literature review under this study, the PBO motivation (OM) steps up their commitment towards the significant achievement of the green building projects. However, it is difficult to devise strategies to invoke this OM. At the same time, more researches are vital to discover and confirm the effects of this OM to exacerbate the green management practices in construction. As part of the project participants, the PBO indicates their vision and makes their vital directives for the successful achievement of the green building projects.

2.16 Challenges and barriers

Based on the systematic literature review, green management practices may encounter various challenges and barriers that may negatively affect the relationship of GMP impact on the OPS of GMS and FPS. The top five barriers under the study of Bon-Gang are listed as follows:

(1) The high initial cost of using green substitutes like compressed fiberboard for plywood. The initial cost may be ten times that of using ordinary plywood. Adapting green alternatives to meet the green certification standard may also incur a hefty initial price unless the market has flattened its learning curve.

(2) Unfair benefits distribution in that PBO will be charged a very high rate for the green building certification whilst the occupants accumulate most of the paybacks like enhanced indoor eco-friendly quality and savings in water and energy use consumption.

(3) Deficiency in green products information will force PBO to engage green professionals for a fee to meet the standards for green certification.

(4) Tough and complex government green stipulations for certifying each performance category

Figure 7. The project building owners’ motivation.

- The concern for global warming;
- Environmental protection and
- Respect for the government green policies and regulations such as gross floor area bonus and particular loans for the GTD;
- Other functional associated benefits include energy and water conservation and improvement of internal air and comfort for the health of the occupants.
should be evaluated with test commission reports. This stipulation will have a demotivating effect on the PBO to go green.

(5) Unaware of the effectiveness of the green technologies as this effect on environmental performance is still uncertain and inconvincible. No empirical evidence can be found, for instance, improved indoor air quality on productivity and health.

Other Barriers can be identified from perspectives of government stipulations & policies; building products, building development organization, the property market, and the supply of building materials.

(6) Government stipulations & policies
Government policy is crucial to effectuate green initiatives in building development in Hong Kong\textsuperscript{115}. Only the promotion by Hong Kong Green Building Council (HKGBC) is inadequate. The sufficient government policy support to attract developers to adopt green projects is essential\textsuperscript{116}. Therefore, insufficient and ineffective governmental policy support is considered a barrier to green project development.

(7) Building products
The increase in procuring green building products can be considered the most significant barrier barring the building organizations from adopting green project practices\textsuperscript{117}. It is estimated that green building products in China will increase the investment by 12% on average\textsuperscript{118}. This additional cost is even higher for the first market adopter as they lack available information on the implementation of this green design and building process\textsuperscript{119}. This financial risk may cause the developers to adopt the green project’s development which may lead to the risks of eroding their FPS\textsuperscript{120}.

(8) Building development organization
Improving OPS through green project development imposes a high requisition of building industry experts\textsuperscript{121}. It is reported that professionals who are not keen on adopting green building products tend to use more such products\textsuperscript{119}. This overestimation will prompt the developers to use traditional procurement practices with less uncertainty\textsuperscript{115}. It should be stressed that managers’ low green awareness and bad green experience will significantly slow down/even discourage the green development adoption\textsuperscript{119}.

(9) The property market
The consumers’ increasing demand for green building products will trigger the property developers’ business opportunities\textsuperscript{118}. However, should the consumers attend to the property’s location and value, the demand for green products will be lower\textsuperscript{116}. This demand happens in Hong Kong and China property market and can be a hurdle to green project development.

(10) The supply of green building materials
The lack of green building materials and authorized certifications will be considered a vital hindrance in adopting green project practices. In most countries, professionals cannot evaluate the alternative green building materials because of this certification information. Consequently, most developers are hesitant to use these non-authoritative certified green building materials\textsuperscript{116,122}.

To wrap up, challenges and barriers concerned with those uncertainties of green building performance of the green building products, lack of consumers’ market demand and deficiencies of green professionals and unawareness of green building technologies and authoritative green-certified building materials\textsuperscript{123}. These barriers, again like drivers, are wide to elaborate their effect on the relationship of green management with organizational performance success. Green Building Uncertainty (GBU) encompasses contingency factors of green building technologies and building materials, green specifications, and market prospects for inter-firm collaborations, which render difficulties in the deduction of the causal relationships of green management on the organizational performance success\textsuperscript{124}. Thus, GBU will be chosen as another moderator in this study. It thus can be seen that PBO commitment is one of the drivers for the green project success while the GBU is one of the barriers that may be encountered. These two are logically chosen as the two moderators for this study.

3. Theoretical framework & hypotheses development

In this research, two survey questions will be addressed:

First: What will the effects of Green Management practices in terms of GMS and GTD be placed on the building organizational performance?

Hypotheses will be put forward based on the
systematic literature review under Appendix 1. Notwithstanding the GPS/FPS, which is well illustrated in the above literature review, it is noteworthy to restate the measured items which can be quantified for FPS consideration under this study. The perceived FPS comprises both tangible and intangible benefits for certified green buildings under GPS assessment.

The tangible benefits to project building owners (PBO) can be quantified, like savings in water, materials, and energy. Intangibles are that corporate prestige, and enhanced workers’ productivity with improved environmental air quality and thermal comfort. The study by Sustainable Building Pathways[125] in Australia listed the following added value to the PBO:

- Better staff productivity due to improved internal air quality (IEQ);
- Higher occupancy level and lower tenant turnover;
- Lower building lifecycle costs, and;
- Better social value in conserving the environment.

The Pathway also reported increasing demands for green products, and many companies are increasingly embracing green management practices to meet this demand from customers and staff expectations. The improved environmental conditions of green-certified buildings have convinced most of the tenants to retain and are less likely to move and will like to pay higher rent once the employees are pleased to work in such a healthy environment. It is remarkable to reveal from the US research that the main reasons for the relocation of the businesses are poor lighting and stuffy air (poor IEQ) and differentiated hot and cold spots from the traditional air conditioning systems. Thus, the increased occupancy rate and lower tenant removal rates will significantly add value to the PBO. The Pathway states that: green buildings have offered substantial improvements to productivity with less absenteeism due to enhanced internal and external environmental air quality and thermal comfort.

Another study by McGraw Hill Construction and Urban Green Council[126] in a survey with all the project participants including architects, building contractors, consulting engineers, and project building owners (PBO) about their participation, perceptions, and behaviors about green buildings has identified the FPS that:

1. An average operating costs anticipated a decrease between 8%–9%);
2. An average expected increase in building values around 7.5%;
3. An average Return on Investment (ROI) anticipated improving 6.6%;
4. An average anticipated increase in occupancy of 3.5%;
5. An average anticipated increase in rental charge of 3%.

The Australian Building Council in 2006[127] reported that green buildings have lesser annual operating costs and more professional asset management. Local researchers also illustrated a 65% consumption decrease in energy and water, accounting for an operating costs reduction annually per square meter of usable floor area from US$120 to 50%. The following figure is giving the evidence:

- Maximum 25% increase in occupied productivity;
- Less staff turnover;
- Minimum 14% ROI investment returns;
- Free marketing promotion;
- 10% increase in the market value of the asset;
- 5%–10% increase in the rental charge.

Based on the above values, measurements will be put forward in this study as:

1. The efficiency of operational expenditure;
2. Maximize the building values;
3. Improve the Return on Investment (ROI);
4. Maximize the cost efficiency of to build;
5. Deliver/achieve cost certainty;
6. Improve the market value of the asset.

Second: Are there any moderating factors that will strengthen or weaken the effect of GMP on OPS?

As illustrated in the literature review under this study, drivers and benefits encompass the firm owners’ motivation and commitment, the incentives provided by HKGBC and HK Environmental Bureau, and the government gross floor area concession for adopting green project delivery.

However, these drivers are mostly applicable to all building organizations in Hong Kong. To be more specific, many enterprises in the Hong Kong construction industry have recently stepped up their green management practices through the virtue of the Supplier Cooperation (SCO).
Subletting various trades and product delivery is a common construction management practice in Hong Kong, particularly in green management practices where specific green products and resources are required to cope with the green certification process. This kind of practice not only can reduce total costs through higher productivity in unique trades and product production but can dissipate associated risks and responsibilities. However, the fragmentation of works and goods produced in the building industry calls for higher cooperative relationships lest the firm performance will be jeopardized. Previous studies posit an encouraging moderating effect of SCO on the relationship between the GMP and the firm’s FPS. Knowledge about the moderating effects of supplier cooperation in this situation is limited. No study has so far been focused on these moderating effects across the entire Triple Bottom Line (TBL) involving social, green, and economic dimensions. This study will focus on the green work and financial work dimensions of supplier cooperation (SCO).

The theoretical basis for supplier cooperation can be derived from the following Resource-based View (RBV) and Resource Dependence Theory (RDT). The extended resource-based view (ERBV) provides a theoretical basis for the supplier cooperation conceptual model in that:

1. RBV: explores the firm performance and its specific, rare and valuable resources, which empower the firm with a competitive edge. The RBV has been stretched to green development, associated with green marketing strategy. Green development might advance a precious & rare resource depending on customer perception.

2. RDT: also uses resources to clarify organizational performance. Firms are open systems that rest on the exterior environment but aim to diminish their environmental uncertainty and reliance on the suppliers. Closer relationships with suppliers enhance interdependence. Pfeffer and Salancik instigated close cooperation as a preliminary account of resource reliance as it signifies joint regulation over the partner’s activities. In this direction, the RDT might be used to clarify how to accrue the scarce and precious resources that are dominant in the RBV. Thus, suppliers can be considered a specific resource, yet the supplier may be unclear to the buying firm unless the supplier is aggressively managed in the form of supplier cooperation.

The extended resource-based view (ERBV) above explicates gaining a competitive advantage and places emphasis on the connections among the influence of the building owners, green management practices and organizational performance. Above all, the focus on the supplier cooperation in the green measures of the building companies such as GMS and GTD is in line with the ERBV perspectives.

Works of literature have posited empirical support for the association of green supply cooperation on the triple bottom line (TBL) basis accounting for economic, green and social work dimensions. Researchers have found reliable backing for the link between SCO proficiency and the company’s FPS, in particular, due to the substantial financial return that ensued from the keen tie-up of buyer-supplier linkage.

Further, green adoption relies on the focus on triple bottom line (TBL) approach that concurrently accounts for green, social and financial work. It is the supplier in the context of the firm’s green work, and economic work will be under the scope of this study as a moderator.

Since the late 20th century, there is extensive growth of companies in Europe and the USA to implement green management practices. The suppliers of these companies are often required to comply with the environmental codes like ISO 14001 (environmental management system), failing which, the suppliers will gradually be phased out. The green efforts exerted by the suppliers help the companies’ green management to achieve better green performance. The moderating effects of SCO will have a significant impact on the green management practices to effectuate good organizational performance success. Based on the above literature survey, the key SCO factors can be summed up as follows in Table 5.

On the other hand, challenges and barriers concerned with those uncertainties of green building performance of the green building products, lack of consumers’ market demand and deficiencies in green-professionals and unawareness of green building technologies and authoritative of green certified building materials. These barriers, again like drivers, are wide to elaborate their effect on the relationship of green management with organiza-
Green construction/building measures are underlined in contract prescriptions, and conditions, and the green participants and stakeholders are subject to uncertainties in these green building constructions termed in this study as green building uncertainties (GBU)\(^{[141]}\). These undesired GBU will jeopardize the construction scheduled objectives and may cause cost and time overruns and ultimately failure to complete the green projects. The common GBU can be identified as follows under different sources after a diligent literature survey\(^{[142]}\).

(1) The project team
Knowledge, and experience in green building technologies and design systems are crucial for green certification under Beam Plus v2 (09/2019)\(^{[142]}\). The uncertainties and potential of project delays will significantly diminish if the project participants such as consultants, contractors, and subcontractors are acquainted with the green certification processes and demand level required. On the other hand, the GBU will be higher if the project participants are working on green standards that are not competent.

(2) Construction products
Sourcing of environmental-friendly building products and green building technologies is vital in green building project delivery. However, these products are normally not tested and assessed over long and acceptable periods\(^{[142]}\). Project participants should take these uncertainties into account regarding their long-term product durability and technologies\(^{[143]}\). On the other hand, the uncertainties related to the availability and on-time delivery of these green products under the green certification system may be challenging depending on manufacturing conditions.

Unfamiliarity with these green products, materials, and building technologies is another uncertainty that should be aware\(^{[15,144]}\).

(3) Contractual roles and responsibilities
The project practitioners’ prescribed roles and accountabilities relating to green projects may be inadequately defined, and these definitions may not tally with that required under the green certification systems. For instance, the Beam Plus v2 (09/2019) has published and set out numerous standards that require the project team to embrace an integrated design and construction management approach to green buildings. Various assessment credits are laid down as guidance to project team to pursue in their assessment of their design and built elements. These green standards may contravene the local legislation and cannot be fully reflected under the contract conditions. These will constitute another GBU.

(4) Economics and financial attributes
Gross floor area concession in the new green building projects has encouraged project owners to pursue and invest in green projects in Hong Kong. Procurements of green projects, however, might institute a specific set of uncertainties risking both the time schedule, cost and profit estimations. Resolutions to insurance would help to mitigate or minimize these undesired uncertainties, but the insurance policies developed for green building projects are yet to be developed in the current market.

The green building concept is commonly reckoned as a marketing promotion that perceived green buildings as high quality of living\(^{[145,146]}\). The rental and sale value of green buildings may attract higher rates than usual. It was reported that rental and sale

### Table 5. The core of SCO features that stimulate the relationship of building firms’ GMP and OPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Supplier cooperation core features that stimulate the relationship of GMP and the OPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Supply management capabilities of the building firms enabled supplier cooperation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Supplier cooperation is a measure to increase the supplier corporate social responsibility compliance and the building firms’ social value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Supplier cooperation enabled the improvement of suppliers’ environmental capabilities as well as those of the building firms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Supplier cooperation is especially pursued by building firms with a comprehensive green marketing supply strategy and green technologies development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Supplier cooperation leads to better delivery manufacturing performance as well as the building firms logistic and site storage/housekeeping performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>High level of technological and logistical integration, as well as reduction of the supplier base, lead to higher levels of environmental collaboration and performance of the building firms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Supplier cooperation leads to the better environmental and economic-financial performance of the building firms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Supplier cooperation has positive quality, delivery, flexibility performance, and environmental performance impact on the building firms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
premiums of green commercial buildings increased in a range from 2%–27% and 9%–25%, respectively\[147\]. But these raise in rental and sale premiums may not be covered by the loss encountered in the extra time overruns on planned schedules due to the uncertainties in the unavailability of green materials, inexperienced of the project team in handling the green technologies and process for green certification.

The typical uncertainties\[142\] identified after the literature survey can be elaborated in the following Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>GBU category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>The project team</td>
<td>1.1 Uncertain if the project team has green construction practice and know-how.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 Uncertain if the contractors and subcontractors have common and accepted green standards within their expertise and proficiency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Construction products</td>
<td>2.1 Uncertainties in the new green materials, untested products, and technologies in their long-term sustainability and performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 Uncertainty of competence in new construction products and know-hows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.3 Failure to receive the green construction products in a timely schedule causing project delay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Contractual roles and responsibilities</td>
<td>3.1 Inadequate lay down the project team’s prescribed roles and accountabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2 Irregularities between formal regulations and the green certification methods like LEED and BEAM Plus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.3 Uncertain in the potential benefits gained by the project owners and participants due to the stringent standards of the green certification measures like LEED and BEAM Plus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Economics and financial attributes</td>
<td>4.1 Uncertain in the rental &amp; sale value return due to delay related to green construction procedures and conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.2 Failure to use financial incentives (e.g., low financing rates) due to project delays.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.3 Inadequate insurance cover for green construction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4 Uncertainty in the cost the certification process involving high sophisticated standards and procedure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To wrap up, again, the reasons why GBU will act as a moderator in this study are:

(1) Green Building Uncertainty (GBU) encompasses contingency factors of green building technologies and building materials, green specifications, and market prospects for inter-firm collaborations, which render difficulties dedicating the causal relationships of green management on the organizational performance success\[124\].

(2) Firms must be proficient in adjusting to new settings and possibilities in a competitive business situation\[148\].

(3) Furthermore, firms have sought to implement green management to improve their organizational performance success. The above SCO and GMU will have progressively moved into a more/less environmentally green direction that may strengthen or weaken the effect of GMP on OPS. Thus, both SCO and GBU can be considered moderators of the impact of GMP on OPS. In this sense, the incidence of moderators may twist how the green building development organizations construe the part of green management in this context\[114\].

This possibility will be explored by scrutinizing hierarchical moderated regressions that comprise green management practices and SCO and GBU together. It thus can be seen that SCO is one of the drivers for the green project success while the GBU is one of the barriers that may be encountered. These two are logically chosen as the two moderators for this study.

3.1 The theoretical framework development

Quite a number of construction management literature point out that green marketing strategy (GMS) and green technologies development (GTD) are associate affirmatively with green performance success (GPS), and financial performance success (FPS)\[149–151\]. Effective environmentally friendly green management practices are vital in triggering a building firm and its green buildings toward OPS\[152,153\]. The green product environmental improvement can ascertain various paybacks such as better flats sales, enhanced market performance, competitive edges, and enhanced business prestige and image\[154,155\]. Close and direct collaboration, connection, communal understanding, and commu-
communication between building organizations, suppliers and manufacturers will entail and produce a lean clean production, site delivery process, and improved GPS. A mutually beneficial goal would thus have implicated both the building product manufacturers and building development firms.\textsuperscript{156}

The implementation of GMP can trigger the cooperation with upstream suppliers through their GMS to achieve the delivery of green building materials with green performance features and environmental benefits, which in return will foster both financial paybacks/FPS.\textsuperscript{157,158} The value of GMP partnership with manufacturers within a GMS will manifest as FPS such as shortening the production lead times, productivity, just-in-time transport and greatly enhancing the site space mobility and accessibility, thereby facilitating the building operation efficiency and productivity as well.\textsuperscript{159} GTD may also initiate a green product innovation, thereby contributing considerable paybacks/success to GPS and FPS.\textsuperscript{160–162} Thus, the executing of GMP in terms of GMS and GTD is essential and contributable to the building firms in their GPS and FPS. The following Figure 9 outlines the theoretical structure used in this study, which was put forward to explore building organizations instigating green management practices (GMS and GTD) and the related impact of variations in organizational performance success (GPS and FPS) as defined under this study.

### 3.2 The hypotheses

#### 3.2.1 GMP and OPS

It is postulated in this research elaboration that the dual GMP has an affirmative and straight effect on the OPS. Currently, it is posited that SCO and GBU moderate the association between GMP and OPS. Thus, the following hypotheses are put forward to determine whether the building firm green management practices effectively contribute to GPS and FPS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Moderators</th>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green Management Practices</td>
<td>Supplier Cooperation (SCO)</td>
<td>Organizational Performance Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMS</td>
<td>[GPS] Green Performance Success</td>
<td>[GMS] Green Marketing Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTD</td>
<td>[FPS] Financial Performance Success</td>
<td>[GTD] Green Technologies Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9. Framework to explore the effects of green management practices on the organizational performance success.**

The hypotheses are defined as:

H1a: Firm steps up Green Marketing Strategy (GMS) adoption promotes Green Performance Success (GPS) of the building projects.

H1b: Firm steps up Green Technologies Development (GTD) adoption promotes Green Performance Success (GPS) of the building projects.

H2b: Firm steps up Green Technologies Development (GTD) adoption promotes Financial Performance Success (FPS) of the building projects.

#### 3.2.2 Moderator: Supplier cooperation (SCO)

Notwithstanding the drivers from the government stipulations and policy in giving gross floor area concession to those projects instigating green elements and pursuing BEAM Plus v2 (09/2019), Adopting the supplier cooperation will place grave driving forces to moderate the relationships of GMS/GTD with GPS/FPS.\textsuperscript{107,110,111} To be more
specific as mentioned before, it was revealed that supplier cooperation in the firm’s green work dimension in pursuing green building projects is crucial for GMP’s effect on the OPS and will act as a good moderator in this respect. Based on the literature above, the following hypotheses under the effect of SCO can be posited:

The hypotheses are defined as:

H3a: Supplier Cooperation (SCO) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Marketing Strategy (GMS) and Green Performance Success (GPS).

H3b: Supplier Cooperation (SCO) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Marketing Strategy (GMS) and Financial Performance Success (FPS).

H4a: Supplier Cooperation (SCO) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Technologies Development (GTD) and Green Performance Success (GPS).

H4b: Supplier Cooperation (SCO) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Technologies Development (GTD) and Financial Performance Success (FPS).

3.2.3 Moderator: Green building uncertainty (GBU)

It can be ascertained that the more potential changes in the adoption of environmental policies in GMS/GTD, the more the GBU may be faced by a building firm in the development of green projects. When various GBU is present, it induces market uncertainties, and it is tough for building organizations to make an investment resolution, and the company may step up its management resources to combat these uncertainties. The GBUs may have a positive impact on GMP to strengthen the firm’s management resources on the business performance of the main contractors as well. In this regard, coupled with those GBU in the above literature review, the following hypotheses can be posited.

The hypotheses are defined as:

H5a: Green Building Uncertainty (GBU) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Marketing Strategy (GMS) and Green Performance Success (GPS).

H5b: Green Building Uncertainty (GBU) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Marketing Strategy (GMS) and Financial Performance Success (FPS).

H6a: Green Building Uncertainty (GBU) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Technologies Development (GTD) and Green Performance Success (GPS).

H6b: Green Building Uncertainty (GBU) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Technologies Development (GTD) and Financial Performance Success (FPS).

3.3 The theoretical basis for the development of each hypothesis

To sum up, the hypotheses so far developed are listed in Table 7.

The previous literature review and discussion lead to the above hypotheses and research model in Figure 9 and Table 7. Green management practices are identified by Silvius and Schipper, as those management practices to “assure profitable, fair, transparent, safe, ethical and environmentally friendly project delivery aiming at a project deliverable that is socially and environmentally acceptable
throughout its lifecycle”.

The Green management practices embracing green management model skills can stimulate the GMS and GTD to have GPS and social success\(^{[168-170]}\). This paper has stepped further to introduce a more holistic and continuous approach termed as green management model. From these arguments, the following hypothesis of green management practices inclusive of GMS and GTD on organizational performance success can be derived:

Green marketing strategy (GMS) has been considered useful to step up GPS\(^{[122,171]}\). GMS is a set of green marketing formulations to avoid adverse environmental impacts\(^{[172]}\). The appraisal set off by Balaras et al.\(^{[173]}\) revealed that the implementation of green wall products and insulating glazing elements would save the residential buildings’ energy by 60% and 20%, respectively. It is reckoned that the same kind of saving of around 30% for using green wall materials is recorded in the study by Galante and Pasetti\(^{[174]}\). In this regard, GMS has also given the company’s financial value as GMS can step up its prestige, thus triggering more business opportunities for the company in return\(^{[117]}\). This energy-saving implies the positive value to investigate the following hypothesis H1a:

(1) H1a: Firms step up GMS adoption promotes GPS of the building projects

The trigger of GTD in the building activities is the major cause of concern to avoid adverse environmental effects as building establishment accounts for one of the top three for GHG emissions and global energy consumption\(^{[175]}\). Various studies have concluded that GTD can retrieve a substantial financial return with GPS in reducing around 30% in GHG emissions and energy consumption and saving about 15% of maintenance costs with approximately 4% occupancy ratio escalation together with 30% step-up in occupants’ gratification\(^{[126,176-179]}\). These positive impacts on GPS by GTD are worth analyzing in depth under the following hypothesis H1b proposed:

(2) H1b: Firms step up GTD adoption promotes GPS of the building projects

The GMS can be further developed into an efficient platform of green products and green suppliers to assure FPS. Deficiency of the GMS in the green elements supply in the market and information sharing of green suppliers will hinder the FPS\(^{[180,181]}\). The poor collaboration between scholars and the green developers will hinder the innovative study of green products to effectuate the FPS, thus adding another barrier to FPS\(^{[181,182]}\).

The top management support initiation in formulating a clear and precise green vision and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Hypotheses [H]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>H1a: Firms step up Green Marketing Strategy (GMS) adoption promotes Green Performance Success (GPS) of the building projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>H1b: Firms step up Green Technologies Development (GTD) adoption promotes Green Performance Success (GPS) of the building projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>H2a: Firms step up Green Technologies Development (GTD) adoption promotes Green Performance Success (GPS) of the building projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>H2b: Firms step up Green Technologies Development (GTD) adoption promotes Financial Performance Success (FPS) of the building projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>H3a: Supplier Cooperation (SCO) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Marketing Strategy (GMS) and Green Performance Success (GPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>H3b: Supplier Cooperation (SCO) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Marketing Strategy (GMS) and Financial Performance Success (FPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>H4a: Supplier Cooperation (SCO) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Technologies Development (GTD) and Green Performance Success (GPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>H4b: Supplier Cooperation (SCO) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Technologies Development (GTD) and Financial Performance Success (FPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>H5a: Green Building Uncertainty (GBU) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Marketing Strategy (GMS) and Green Performance Success (GPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>H5b: Green Building Uncertainty (GBU) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Marketing Strategy (GMS) and Financial Performance Success (FPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>H6a: Green Building Uncertainty (GBU) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s Green Technologies Development (GTD) and Green Performance Success (GPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>H6b: Green Building Uncertainty (GBU) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s GTD and financial performance success (FPS).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mission statement/commitment will remove the obstacles to prosper the GMS\textsuperscript{[181,182]}. This top management’s support comprises financial allocation and commitment and establishing a multi-disciplined green expert team to innovate green practices, green technologies, and new energy set up. Low set up of this team with inadequate green knowledge and know-how will hinder the FPS\textsuperscript{[180]}. Not many studies have addressed finding the enablers to adopt GMS. In this study, the proposed enablers for green project activities were designated as GMS under the systematic literature review in Appendix 1. Thus, it can be established that GMS can strengthen the GMP with a positive effect on the Financial Performance Success (FPS) of the organizations. These positive effects of GMS on FPS of the building firm posit the following hypothesis H2a.

(3) H2a: Firms step up GMS adoption promotes FPS of the building projects

The green certification of the building, such as BEAM Plus and LEED, will determine the GPS in this study. However, the economic returns from this green building certification will trigger the development of GTD to achieve GPS in return. The green market will be created and expanded while the productivity, comfort of the occupants, and the building lifecycle costs will be receiving economic advantages. It can thus be concluded that GPS will simultaneously gain an increase in the financial performance success (FPS) of the organization for GTD of the construction projects.

The US green market value has increased from $42 billion in 2008 to $135 billion in 2015\textsuperscript{[183]}. Current studies in GTD could have a good economic return\textsuperscript{[184]}. At the same time, good environmental performance can also significantly step up FPS with a possible escalation in the market performance\textsuperscript{[185–188]}. This positive correlation of GTD and FPS of the construction projects can be explored further under the hypothesis H2b below:

(4) H2b: Firms step up GTD adoption promotes FPS of the building projects

Suppliers follow the building firm’s recommended environmental/green practices and technologies development such as ISO 14001 standards (performance evaluation guidelines for environmental management systems), leading to further green collaboration\textsuperscript{[189]}. These joint collaboration green efforts help the building firm activate a more efficient supplier connection, cooperation, and accomplish better green performance results\textsuperscript{[190]}. In this connection, supplier cooperation in the building firm’s green work moderates the relationship linking its green management practices (in terms of Green Marketing Strategy and Green Technologies Development and green performance\textsuperscript{[191]}).

When the supplier cooperation with the building firm in sharing joint strategic alignment related to economic/financial prospects, the firm’s competitiveness and proficiency with green management practices will be enhanced, thus leading to an increase in the firm’s financial performance success\textsuperscript{[192]}. Collaboration between the building firm and the suppliers can generate good relationships, trust, heightened expertise transfer, coordination, and productivity, thus lowering the production cost\textsuperscript{[193]}. The proposed hypothesis in this direction can then be formulated as:

(1) H3a: SCO moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s GMS and green performance success (GPS).
(2) H3b: SCO moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s GMS and financial performance success (FPS).
(3) H4a: SCO moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s GTD and green performance success (GPS).
(4) H4b: SCO moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s GTD and financial performance success (FPS).

Unlike the common construction uncertainties that may include, inter alia, unknown site conditions, a sudden increase in cost of the construction materials, and unexpected weather conditions, Green Building Uncertainty (GBU) encompasses other contingency factors. They concern the environmental performance of green building technologies and building materials, the demand and supply of green building development, and the competence of the green project team to identify and manage the green projects standards/specifications required, which may affect the causal relationship of green management practices on the organizational performance success. When various GBUs are present, it induces construction risks, but, on the contrary, may initiate an impetus to the management to step up their management resources to combat these risks.
For instance, the uncertainties of the environmental performance in the green building technologies and green building materials can be further evaluated with market research and performance checks in their past performance. The market prospects of the green building development can be easily evaluated with existing market sale conditions. These unexpected risk factors could therefore be ascertained, avoided, eliminated, reduced, transferred and even accepted as part of construction risk management. In this context, GBU may have triggered a step-up of the green management practices to exacerbate the organizational performance. This GBU’s positive moderating effect on the relationship between the firm’s green management practices (GMS/GTD) on the organizational performance (GPSFPS) is worth investigating further under the following hypothesis H5a/H5b and H6a/H6b below:

(1) H5a: GBU moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s GMS and green performance success (GPS).

(2) H5b: GBU moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s GMS and financial performance success (FPS).

(3) H6a: GBU moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s GTD and green performance success (GPS).

(4) H6b: GBU moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s GTD and financial performance success (FPS).

3.4 Control variables

The company size is used as a control variable in this study. The size of the building firms may have different green management capabilities. Larger building firms will have more resources available than those medium and small-sized firms. Bigger firms are most likely to have more GMP investment and sources of green development and green marketing information, green technologies developed, and other environmental practices in energy renewal. The size of the building firm may be differentiated by the capital invested, value, and the number of the buildings’ output per annum, and the number of wage earners employed. The capital invested, value, and the number of building projects will positively correlate with the number of employees, and it is more logical to use the number of full-time employees to differentiate the size of the building firms in this study as defined in Table 8 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of building firms</th>
<th>Range of full-time employees employed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Less than 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>25–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>More than 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Research methodology

This study will empirically examine the impact of green management practices in terms of green marketing strategy (GMS) and green technologies development (GTD) on the organizational performance success in terms of green performance success (GPS) and financial performance success (FPS). Further investigation will be made on the supplier cooperation (SCO) together with the green building
uncertainty (GBU) that will affect the green management practices on the building firm performance. The research methodology involves four empirical studies to achieve the above objective, as indicated in Figure 10.

A mixed-methods comprising quantitative and qualitative research design is used to conduct this research. The data will be collected, analyzed, and combined for both analyses. This data integration elaborates a better insight into the research problem under study than using either one alone.

Quantitative research involves collecting close-ended data like rating scales, observation checklists for GMS and GTD green management practices, and tools to examine GPS and FPS. Questionnaires are used to resolve the above research questions with hypotheses as a checklist to collate the data for statistical analysis under the study. On the other hand, qualitative research focuses on open-ended data derived from post-survey interviews on the randomly selected focus groups. The qualitative data is analyzed to identify the track of possible ideas for the presentation. This research combination is conducive to better understanding and substantiation while offsetting the weaknesses inherent in using each research design alone. This triangulation of data allows assuring the research’s validity by viewing the same research problems from various vantage angles. The desktop study includes research to provide data to build up the measurements from the various literature reviews to formulate the research survey questions.

The following four studies proceed to test the above hypotheses under the research model:

Study 1: In this study, measurements were built up for this study under the literature review. The measurements laid down the basis for the mail questionnaires survey to identify the effects of GMP on the OPS and the moderating effects of supplier cooperation and green building uncertainties in the Hong Kong building industry. The merit of executing the mail questionnaire survey is to accomplish “quantify-ability and objectiveness”[194].

Study 2: Integrating both the quantitative and qualitative research design to resolve the research problems can be evidenced by several researchers under the literature review[195]. Effects of GMP on OPS research in the building practices regularly use quantitative methodologies, like using mail survey questions for the data collection. However, qualitative methods using case studies and interviews are common[195]. This Study 2, therefore, combined both qualitative and quantitative data to reveal an entire picture of the green management practices application from 130 respondents using the mail survey randomly selected from those building organizations registered as members under Hong Kong Green Building Council (HKGBC). Post-survey interviews were convened for 10 participants randomly selected. In this case, both research design merits can be drawn, thus curtailing the drawbacks of any one particular research study alone[196]. A balance can be struck between qualitative interpretations of subjective experiences and quantitative statistical analysis to elucidate a social phenomenon[197]. Creswell[198] pointed out that using a combined research design will not only provide merits that compensated for the limitations of collecting data through either quantitative or qualitative research, but it will entice complete data evidence to review the study questions. The post-survey interviews will be targeted on the field to obtain more detailed information, points of view, and opinions to validate the preliminary data from participants from those project management teams like architects, building surveyors, building services consultants, main contractors, and sub-contractors.

Study 3: Study 3 can be carried out based on an empirical field study. Ten completed green certified construction projects are randomly chosen from those projects awarded under BEAM Plus New Buildings, Version 2.0. Thorough discussion and cross-comparisons can be done to ensure the data validity thus got. The 10 completed case studies are conducted into three stages data collection, reasoning, and final verification of the results. The data will be collected from various sources originating from visiting the sites, vetting the projects documents like the working programs, materials order and delivery schedule, the green management practices in terms of GMS, GTD, and the organization performance data. Interviews with the case studies’ project management team members are used to substantiate this qualitative data file. Follow-up interviews for clarifications will also be arranged. Site observations for the actual implementation of the GMS and GTD on performance records are used to validate the data collected. The case studies’ results
are further elucidated with the seniors and the key project in charge of running the construction sites of the case studies. A final conceptual analysis will be evaluated to develop a new conceptual construction model for the linkage between GMS and GTD as green management practices with the organizational performance success in the Hong Kong construction industry under the study.

Study 4: Study 4 is stepped in to finalize all the data collected from the above studies. Cross-reference to the theories developed is used to evaluate further and validate the data.

These four studies are targeted to give a full picture of GMS and GTD on the organization’s performance success in terms of GPS and FPS. This kind of research methodology has the following contributions to the literature on GMS & GTD. First, using qualitative interview data, extended the understanding of GMS and GTD in the construction industry by uncovering four key dimensions of GMS and GTD. It relates to implementing: (a) what green technologies are adopted in the construction organizations to pursue green management practices, (b) the green marketing strategies adopted, (c) moderating effects executed by the supplier cooperation (SCO) and the green buildings uncertainty (GBU) on the association of GMP and the OPS in the construction industry, and (d) the attributes of GMS and GTD preferred and adopted as the green management practices. Second, using both qualitative and survey data, it identifies the influences of the dimensions of the idea raised, say the attributes of GMS, GTD, and the extent to which this issue is acknowledged by the green management. As such, this research extends Hirschman’s framework by showing that different aspects of partners in the construction industry can be targeted, covering all the sub-contractors, suppliers, and even manufacturers that relate to the goal of GMS and GTD identification. Third, it builds up a model to elaborate on why the green management practices value some GMS and GTD more than others. Using both quantitative survey and field research data, it shows that managerial responses to GMS and GTD are not simply a function of how frequently GMS/GTD input is generically offered, but rather, the GMS and GTD manifest other dimensions like the performance success in terms of green and financial performance success.

However, this mixed research design is also subject to several limitations that suggest directions for future inquiry. First, despite the robustness of most of the findings over four distinct contexts, statements about the generalizability and causality effect may not be feasible without further research settings. For example, because of the nature of the cross-sectional design of the first two studies and measures, it cannot be fully ruled out the reverse causality effect. For instance, it may be the case that a positive managerial response to GMS and GTD might not reinforce the level of GMS and GTD identification in the construction sites. Additionally, the studies did not fully demonstrate all mechanisms underlying the success of GMS and GTD. For example, no design of a study is used to test if the green management style and the green knowledge/technologies are adequate to execute GMS and GTD on the GPS and FPS in the construction sites. Future field studies research can be established to critically examine these relationships over time or utilize experimental methods to demonstrate this causal linkage. Future research might also consider measuring other dimensions like green leadership style, management in total green quality, supply chain, logistic control in the construction field, and their inter-correlations/dependencies.

For instance, other research has examined organizational identification and commitment by an immediate supervisor or top management. Finally, the case studies are limited to the investigation of the relationship between GMS/GTD and GPS/FPS. Other dimensions like quality management, environmental protection, and green leadership style have not evaluated their effects on GPS/FPS in the construction industry.

In contrast, the above-combined research design allows the integration of data collected for the single exploration of the effects of GMS and GTD on the GPS and FPS. The data integration synthesizes and utilizes various data sources will ensure a more comprehensive picture of the results devoid of any possible bias.

The rationale for using the design of this combined method can be justified as follows:

- The results acquired from one method can be further elaborated on with that from another process. Those desk top data in terms of research survey questions obtained in Study 1 can be used for
quantitative statistical analysis in Study 2.

- Variety and span of inquiry can be conducted. Both interviews and mail surveys inclusive of completed case studies can be used to probe into a greater depth to give various vantage points for the same phenomenon.

- It is possible to unearth both the irony and contradiction of the data. Remoulding the questions under study is also possible to enhance the robustness of the research. The research survey questions found in Study 1 may not be applicable to the actual case studies. A pilot study by gurus of green projects is used to modify the research questions to ensure more convincing results can be obtained.

- Various phenomenon aspects from different angles can be identified accurately (triangulation). Observations and mail surveys can be used to verify the data collected. Completed case studies can be used to further cross check the data obtained in the previous studies.

- The findings can be validated from the combined quantitative and qualitative data sources. The data can be further assessed and evaluated side by side in a discussion or by transforming the qualitative data into quantitative scores. For example, qualitative data to assess the SCO and GBU can be done through in-depth semi-structured interviews from green managers’ personal experiences. In this case, the two types of data can then be validated for each other, leading to a solid foundation for concluding the integration.

- The quantitative findings can be used to explore qualitative data or vice versa. Based on the qualitative data, quantitative data can be built up. In this way, the qualitative results are clarified more precisely through the quantitative data. For example, findings from individual green managers’ personal experiences can be further explored using the instrument survey data. This kind of study demonstrates the use of combined research design to elucidate quantitatively how the qualitative instruments might work. The quantitative data can augment the qualitative study outcome in this study.

### 4.1 Working variables

A survey questionnaire is instigated to compute Hong Kong building organizations’ extant green management practices and organizational performance success. The variables measured in the questionnaire will be adopted from references [140], [205], [206], and [207]. The consultation will be sought from those green professionals of the HKGBC.

A number of measurement criteria will be implemented to estimate the organizational performance success from recognized systematic literature review in Appendix 1. In particular, GPS indicators are referenced from reference [207], while those FPS are derived from references [89], [91], [92], [93], [94], and [95].

As the case for green management practices, measurement items will be adopted as referenced from references [158], [159] for GMS, and [160]. Referenced for GTD are derived from references [161], [162], and [163].

For the two moderators, measurement indicators for SCO will come from references [206] and [208], while measured items for GBU will be accepted from references [209], [210], and [211].

All measurements derived from the literature review will be undergone a pre-test from several green gurus accredited as BEAM Pro under HKGBC. Queries about the performance outcomes of GMS and GTD green management practices are answered using a 5-point scale where: 1 = none at all, 2 = mild, 3 = moderate, 4 = relatively significant, and 5 = significant.

### 4.2 The development of the survey questions

Research data will be solicited through a questionnaire survey from desktop Study 1, with respondents focusing on those building firms pursuing green building development with green management. The questionnaires will be dispatched by email in Study 2 to 130 green experts randomly selected from building organizations registered as members of the HKGBC. There are 140 registered organizational members under HKGBC, including three platinum patron members, 20 gold patron members, 16 silver patron members, six bronze patron members, 35 marble patron members, and 51 institutional members (HKGBC, 2020–2021). They were elected as the participants since they have relatively robust green building knowledge and expert competence to advice on the design of green marketing strategies and green technologies of green development in the Hong Kong construction
industry. Post-survey interviews for 10 respondents randomly selected are conducted to gather data on their experience. With their involvement in planning, procurement in tender, building, green certification implementation and building operation and maintenance, a comprehensive and reliable account of the questionnaires provided in this research can be provided with confidence.

To further validate empirically the data obtained above from actual green certified projects, 10 green-certified completed buildings identified among public (one will be chosen), industrial (two), institutional (two), and private sectors (five) were explored. This unit of analysis under this Study 3 is the project for this kind of ex-post-facto survey-based research. The green certified building projects should be awarded under BEAM Society or LEED green certification in Hong Kong.

Five building firms from each case project comprise building developer, architecture firm, main contractor, building services firm, and environmental consultant firm for each project are contacted for review of the above survey questions. Project information will be compiled for further evaluation. This information makes up about 10 respondents in this Study 3, thus accounting for a total of 140 responses for both studies. The sample size is well above the one via software of G-Power Version 3, with expected sample size enumerated as 138. The hypotheses will be tested based on the questionnaire survey and a field study of 10 green projects in Hong Kong. For this assertive/validated study, it is vital to eliminate this kind of misconception impact.

On top of the above survey questionnaires under Study 3, it is believed that a post-survey interview with managers and professionals from the above random-selected 10 green projects under BEAM Plus New Buildings, Version 2.0 is beneficial to (a) achieve a more in-depth insight and understanding of their green development mindset, including the organizational strategies used, driving forces, and barriers that may have been encountered; and (b) gain their expert advice and views on the survey outcomes.

Accompanying these complementary inputs and valued intuitions from these managers and experts, valued assessments and considerations can be evaluated in this next survey. The questionnaire survey items will be answered using a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, and 5 = strongly agree) to assess how the respondents perceived the two moderators (SCO and GBU). For GMS and GTD, the 5-point Likert scale (1 = no effect at all, 2 = fairly important, 3 = important, 4 = very important, and 5 = critically significant) is used to determine the relative importance of the GMS and GTD green management practices. For GPS and FPS, the 5-point Likert scale (1 = none at all, 2 = mild, 3 = moderate, 4 = relatively significant, and 5 = significant) is used to assess the relative performance achieved.

### 4.3 Research instrument

Based on the findings from the systematic literature review, the questionnaires will be completed under a five-scale point used by Likert ranging from agreeing to disagree, relative importance and relative performance achieved of the data instigated. The constructs’ summary will be coded and will be laid down in a table format for the statistical test. As illustrations, the literature review measurements are listed in parallel with those selected for this study in Tables 9, 10, and 11. Those that are not chosen were given grounds for the justification.

### 4.4 Variables operationalization

#### 4.4.1 Vital information evaluation

The respondents’ green knowledge in respect of GMS/GTD, SCO/GBU, GPS, and FPS is scored on a scale of 5 points. Those respondents who get a point lower than 4 will be discarded under the study. Only a score of 6.5 will be accepted.

#### 4.4.2 Independent variables and dependent variables

As indicated in Figure 9, the independent variables are: green marketing strategy (GMS), green technologies development (GTD), the dependent variable is: green performance success (GPS), and financial performance success (FPS). Moderators associated with these independent variables and dependent variable effects are laid down as SCO and GBU.
Table 9. Summary of green management practice measurements adopted from literature review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GM practice</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Measure items</th>
<th>Selected for this study</th>
<th>Literature review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green Marketing Strategy (GMS)</td>
<td>GMS1</td>
<td>The company has aligned the green marketing strategy with owner strategies for green building development.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GMS2</td>
<td>The green project marketing strategy has considered green issues to select green products.</td>
<td>Overlap with GMS1</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GMS3</td>
<td>The company’s green marketing promotion has focused on green performance rewards.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GMS4</td>
<td>The company has laid down the vital choices in green products, marketing activities, and resources to the customers’ satisfaction.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GMS5</td>
<td>The company has laid down an information platform to include all the green suppliers and green products with good performance.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Technologies Development (GTD)</td>
<td>GTD1</td>
<td>The project team has designed green building products to reduce the consumption of material/energy.</td>
<td>Overlap with GTD2</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTD2</td>
<td>The project team has designed green building products for reuse, recycle, recovery of material, component parts.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTD3</td>
<td>The project team has designed green building technologies to avoid or reduce the use of hazardous products and their manufacturing process.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTD4</td>
<td>The senior management has committed to green technologies development.</td>
<td>Focus on GTD than management support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTD5</td>
<td>The company has collated all the database concerning green technologies development.</td>
<td>Focus on GTD than data collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTD6</td>
<td>The company has strived to pursue new and reliable energy development from natural resources and environmental services to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and global warming.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Summary of moderator measurements adopted from literature review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderator</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>Selected for this study</th>
<th>Literature review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supplier Cooperation (SCO)</td>
<td>SCO1</td>
<td>Supply management capabilities of the building firms enabled supplier cooperation.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>[138]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO2</td>
<td>Supplier cooperation is a measure to increase the supplier corporate social responsibility compliance and the building firms’ social value.</td>
<td></td>
<td>[139]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO3</td>
<td>Supplier cooperation enabled the improvement of suppliers’ environmental capabilities as well as those of the building firms.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO4</td>
<td>Supplier cooperation is especially pursued by building firms with a comprehensive green marketing supply strategy and green technologies development.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO5</td>
<td>Supplier cooperation leads to better delivery manufacturing performance as well as the building firms logistic and site storage/ housekeeping performance.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO6</td>
<td>High level of technological and logistical integration, as well as reduction of the supplier base, lead to higher levels of environmental collaboration and performance of the building firms.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO7</td>
<td>Supplier cooperation leads to the better environmental and economic-financial performance of the building firms.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO8</td>
<td>Supplier cooperation has positive quality, delivery, flexibility performance, and environmental performance impact on the building firms.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Building Uncertainty (GBU)</td>
<td>GBU1</td>
<td>The demand and supply of green building projects have faced uncertainty.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>[124]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GBU2</td>
<td>The development of green materials and green technologies are still in its infancy and are uncertain in their environmental performance.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>[114]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GBU3</td>
<td>Uncertain if the project team has green construction practice and know-how of standards that are not within their expertise and competence.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The participants in the above mixed-methods research design will be comprised of:

For Study 1:
• Build-up of measurements from literature review and formulation of research survey questions are compiled.

For Study 2:
• One hundred and thirty green experts are randomly contacted from firms chosen from the registered organizational members of HKGBC and other green building firms pursuing green development.
  • Email of 130 survey questionnaires will be distributed.
  • Post-survey interviews are conducted for 13 (10%) respondents to validate the mail survey data.

For Study 3:
• Ten completed green-certified buildings will be randomly selected among buildings from the public (one building), industrial (two), institutional (two), and private sectors (five) in the HK construction industry, on the understanding that the private buildings’ energy consumption will be vastly affected the GHG emissions.
  • At least five respondent building firms for each project comprising of a developer, architect, main contractor, building services firm, and BEAM-accredited consultant are approached for each project.
  • Post-case-studies interviews were conducted for the 10 case studies randomly selected. These interviews will help to gain further insight into the professionals’ mind-set of GMS/GTD, SCO/GBU, and GPS/FPS together with their expert advice and opinions on the survey results obtained.

For Study 4:
• Data reasoning, analysis, and generalization are conducted to formulate the theories to see if any practical theories can be formulated.

4.6 Ways to ensure the measure

The organizations selected will be accredited under BEAM Society\textsuperscript{[212]} or LEED green certification in Hong Kong. Those green professionals will be assessed on a 5-point scale. Those with 4 points will be discarded. The average acceptable score will be 6.5 points. The data got will be weighed against the following control variable of the size of firm and project complexity to assure the data is more realistic and robust.
4.7 Test statistics

The statistical techniques to be adopted in this study to analyze raw data collected include reliability analysis, Pearson correlation and regression analysis, exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis, hierarchical regression analysis, and assessment of common method bias. The data analysis employs IBM SPSS Statistics 26.0 for the study of raw data. Two tests were performed to determine if the original data set were useful for factor analysis. The Bartlett test of sphericity was executed to examine whether the original set of variables was significantly inter-correlated. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) Measure of Sampling Adequacy was used to determine the extent of suitability for factor analysis.

5. The mail survey findings and results

5.1 The survey

The questionnaires set out under the literature review were evaluated by three BEAM professionals, the green experts accredited by the HKGBC and who are qualified to assess the green performance status of the buildings that apply for green certification under the Hong Kong Building Environmental Assessment Methods. Face-to-face discussions were arranged with the BEAM professionals for their review and proposed measurement items under the hypotheses and ensured the applicability and clarity of the questionnaires\textsuperscript{[214,215]}. The questionnaires, having incorporated the comments, were dispatched by email to a sample of 130 practitioners who are from both the public and private building firms experienced in GMP in the building industry in Hong Kong. The participants were those who took the project management roles, and all came from companies of various trades including those from property developers, BEAM consultants, contractors, and suppliers. The companies were all listed as patron members of the HKGBC to ensure that they have experience in green construction industry. The consultants included architects, building surveyors, and engineers. The participants were invited by their acquainted industry colleagues and professionals to increase the sample size for the survey (a snowball sampling technique\textsuperscript{[216]}). Eighty-three valid responses were received from the 130 questionnaires emailed, giving a response rate of 63.8%. Based on the study for the determining of sample size using Cochran’s formulas\textsuperscript{[217]}, the minimum sample size will be 111 for a population of 1,679. The anticipated response rate of 65% would be achieved based on prior research experience. The response rate of 63.8% in this survey study is considered acceptable, on the understanding that unlike green technologies development, green marketing strategy has not been widely adopted as a green management practice in Hong Kong’s building sector, the number of green experts in this connection is limited. This survey was focused on both the public and private building practices with practitioners from various professional project teams to increase the data validity as much as possible.

5.2 Demographics

Table 12 presents the descriptive statistics of the mail survey result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Company size</td>
<td>Large (&gt;50 employees)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium (25–50 employees)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Small (&lt;25 employees)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Building experience</td>
<td>High (&gt;10 years)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium (5–10 years)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low (&lt;5 years)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Project complexity</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Percentage of green involvement</td>
<td>High (&gt;30%)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium (10–30%)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low (&lt;10%)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sample predominately constitutes large-sized companies (63%), with large respondents
having building experience of over 10 years (66%). The project complexity was medium (39%), and the percentage involved in green building development was medium (46%). Table 13 shows the title of the respondents.

Table 13. Title of respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Subtotal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project director/general manager</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior project manager</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales manager</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The respondents comprise 10 project directors/general managers, 18 senior project managers, 39 project managers, and 16 sales managers. The average years of these respondents in the construction industry was 12.25 years, the average years of these respondents in the prevailing firms was 4.3 years.

5.3 Measures and exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis

In this research, the questionnaires presented a series of items for both green management practices and organizational performances. These measurement scales were adopted from previous research or newly developed as necessary. All the scales are 5-point Likert scales unless stated otherwise (1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree).

Two tests were performed to determine if the original data set were useful for factor analysis. The Bartlett Test of Sphericity was executed to examine whether the original set of variables was significantly inter-correlated, and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) Measure of Sampling Adequacy was used to determine the extent of suitability for factor analysis.

For green management practices, the Bartlett Test of Sphericity result was 224.694 \( (p < .01) \), KMO was .814, and the reliability coefficient \( \alpha \) was .822. For organizational performance success, the Bartlett Test of Sphericity result was 390.872 \( (p < .01) \), KMO was .824, and the reliability coefficient \( \alpha \) was .878. These results indicated that the data were appropriate for factor analysis.

From the mail survey data under this study, factor analysis can then be conducted to confirm GMP and OPS groupings. The maximum likelihood technique was executed to extract the factors following the varimax rotation. Application of Kaiser Criterion (eigenvalues >1) was used to estimate the scree plots. Pursuant to the initial eigenvalue and scree tests’ findings, two meaningful factors for both GMP and OPS were retained. The two factors for GMP are green marketing strategy (GMS) and green technologies development (GTD) while the two factors for OPS are green performance success (GPS) and financial performance success (FPS). These confirmed the original groupings under this study for the measure items of GMP and OPS. The two GMP clarified 81.4% of the intrinsic variance in their items. The Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) values for reliability assessment were .86 and .73 for GMS and GTD, respectively. Thus, the two factors GMS and GTD, were reserved. The two OPS factors clarified 82.4% of the intrinsic variance in their items by the same token. The Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) values for the reliability assessment were .82 and .84 for GPS and FPS, respectively. In this case, the two factors GPS and FPS, were also reserved.

In Table 14, the inter-construct correlation matrix and descriptive statistics among key variables are reported.

Table 14. Correlation matrix of variables (Pearson correlation coefficients)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. GMS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. GTD</td>
<td>.304*</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. SCO</td>
<td>.352**</td>
<td>.302*</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. GBU</td>
<td>.207**</td>
<td>.201*</td>
<td>.365*</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. GPS</td>
<td>.167**</td>
<td>.177***</td>
<td>.216**</td>
<td>.147</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. FPS</td>
<td>.198**</td>
<td>.100**</td>
<td>.144**</td>
<td>.167**</td>
<td>.354**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Company size</td>
<td>.289</td>
<td>.253</td>
<td>.161</td>
<td>.088</td>
<td>.119</td>
<td>.051*</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: GMS = green marketing strategy; GTD = green technologies development; SCO = supplier cooperation; GBU = green building uncertainty; GPS = green performance success; FPS = financial performance success.

\(*p<0.05. **p<0.01. ***p<0.001.\)
| Code | Constructs and measures |  
|------|-------------------------|---|
| SFL  | Green Management Practices  
Degree of importance: 1 = no effect at all, 2 = fairly important, 3 = important, 4 = very important, 5 = critically significant |  
GMS  
Green marketing strategy ($\hat{\delta} = .85$)  
GMS1 Align the green marketing strategy with owner strategies for green building development.  
.81*  
GMS2 Focus the marketing promotion on green performance rewards.  
.80*  
GMS3 Lay down the vital choices in green products, marketing activities and resources to the customers’ satisfaction.  
.78*  
GMS4 Lay down an information platform to include all the green suppliers and green products with a good performance record.  
.83*  
GTD  
Green technologies development ($\hat{\delta} = .88$)  
GTD1 Design the green building products for reuse, recycle, and recovery of material, component parts.  
.86*  
GTD2 Design green building technologies to avoid or reduce hazardous product and their manufacturing process.  
.80*  
GTD3 Dedicate to pursue new and reliable energy development from natural resources and environmental services with the target to reduce the GHG emission and global warming.  
.83*  
SCO  
Supplier cooperation ($\hat{\delta} = .82$)  
SCO1 Supply management capabilities of the building firms enabled supplier cooperation.  
.71*  
SCO2 Supplier cooperation is a measure to increase the supplier corporate social responsibility compliance and the building firms’ social value.  
.78*  
SCO3 Supplier cooperation enabled the improvement of suppliers’ environmental capabilities as well as those of the building firms.  
.69*  
SCO4 Supplier cooperation is especially pursued by building firms with a comprehensive green marketing supply strategy and green technologies development.  
.79*  
SCO5 Supplier cooperation leads to better delivery manufacturing performance as well as the building firms logistic and site storage/housekeeping performance.  
.72*  
SCO6 High level of technological and logistical integration, as well as reduction of the supplier base, lead to higher levels of environmental collaboration and performance of the building firms.  
.78*  
SCO7 Supplier cooperation leads to the better environmental and economic-financial performance of the building firms.  
.78*  
SCO8 Supplier cooperation has positive quality, delivery, flexibility performance, and environmental performance impact on the building firms.  
.80*  
GBU  
Green building uncertainties ($\hat{\delta} = .85$)  
GBU1 The demand and supply of green building projects has faced with uncertainty.  
.80*  
GBU2 The development of green materials and green technologies are still in its infancy and are uncertain in their environmental performance.  
.82*  
GBU3 Uncertain if the project team has green construction practice and know-how of standards that are not within their expertise and competence.  
.81*  
GPS  
Green performance success ($\hat{\delta} = .83$)  
GPS1 The project team has established engineering systems to reduce the waste emission compared with last year.  
.77*  
GPS2 The project team has decreased the consumption of hazardous/harmful/toxic materials compared with last year.  
.76*  
GPS3 The project team has decreased in frequency the environmental accidents compared with last year.  
.79*  
GPS4 The project team has improved the company’s environmental situation and prestige compared with last year.  
.81*  
GPS5 The project team has achieved the green certification award under BEAM Society[21] compared with last year.  
.81*  
FPS  
Financial performance success ($\hat{\delta} = .86$)  
FPS1 The company has decreased its average operating costs compared with last year.  
.77*  
FPS2 The company has increased the average building values compared with last year.  
.80*  
FPS3 The company has improved the average return on investment compared with last year.  
.81*  
FPS4 The company has increased its average occupancy compared with last year.  
.82*  
FPS5 The company has increased the average rental charge compared with last year.  
.83*  

Note: N = 83. $\hat{\delta}$ = composite reliability; SFL = standardized factor loading.  
*p < .001 (two-tailed t test).
In Table 15, the constructs, the measurement items, the composite reliabilities (CR) and model fit indices are summarized. All the reliability values are greater than .80; according to reference [218], it suggests acceptable levels and supports the research’s convergent validity.

In Table 15, the constructs, the measurement items, and the composite reliabilities (CR) and model fit indices are summarized. All the reliability values are greater than .80; according to reference [218], it suggests acceptable levels and supports the research’s convergent validity.

5.4 Model fit summary

As recommended by Kline[219], for model fit, the model chi-square p value should be >.05; the root mean square error of approximation should be <.08 and comparative fit index should be ≥.90. The indicated values under this study indicated that the model chi-square p value was .053 (>0.05); the root mean square error approximation was .05 (<.08) and the comparative fit index was .972 (≥.90). It can thus be concluded that the model was a good fit and the model proposed under this study was plausible.

### Table 16. Model chi-square p values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>NPAR</th>
<th>CMIN</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>CMIN/DF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default model</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>609.675</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>1.820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated model</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence model</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1,560.606</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.844</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: NPAR = Nonparametric test; CMIN = Chi-square minimum; DF = Degree of freedom.

### Table 17. Root mean square error approximation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>LO 90</th>
<th>HI 90</th>
<th>PCLOSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default model</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.079</td>
<td>.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence model</td>
<td>.234</td>
<td>.224</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 18. Comparative fit index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>NFI</th>
<th>RFI</th>
<th>IFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default model</td>
<td>.930</td>
<td>.887</td>
<td>.972</td>
<td>.954</td>
<td>.972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated model</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence model</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 Moderators estimating method

To identify the moderator variables and relationship clarification, the hierarchical regression method was applied to the various hypotheses under this study. This technique is appropriate as moderator estimating method with complemented procedures to elucidate the relationships. H3a/H3b–H6a/H6b postulate that the association between GMP and OPS is moderated by SCO and GBU. A moderated regression analysis using four models of regression was conducted to verify the moderating effects of SCO and GBU on the association between GMP and OPS. Model 1 uses the company size as the control variable; Model 2, with input of GMS and GTD; Model 3, with the two moderators, SCO and GBU; and Model 4, the interactive terms of GMS/GTD with moderators, SCO and GBU. All comments were achieved using IBM SPSS Statistics 26.0.

To support a significant moderating effect of SCO and GBU, their relationship variation should be statistically significant. In this case, the incremental variance was evaluated[221]. If the moderating effects account for significant total variance in the dependent variable, the value of beta values and total F-statistic values would respectively indicate the considerable impact individually and collectively (see Table 19[222]).

5.6 Main effects and control variable relationship

The analyses of the one-tailed hierarchical moderated regression were presented in Table 19. The results show that the company size where p > 0.05 did not significantly associate with any one of the performance constructs. In other words, the additional resources made for GMS and GTD in larger companies have no association with their performance outcome.

Table 14 listing the Pearson correlation coefficients between GMP and OPS posits that GMP has a positive and significant association with OPS. Furthermore, the high values of F and R² in Model 2 (Table 19), reveals the same correlation using multivariate regression analysis. It thus can be established that the analysis strongly supports hypotheses H1a/H1b–H2a/H2b.

5.7 Effects of moderators SCO and GBU

Both the moderators SCO and GBU in Table 19 have a moderating effect on GMP and OPSs association.

Under Model 4 in Table 19, when the moderator SCO was input into the regressions, the F value
for the block of interaction was significant for GPS (9.905), FPS (4.709), and the $R^2$ was significant for GPS (.734) and for FPS (.447). The two interaction terms of GMS and SCO had positive significant beta values for GPS ($\beta = 1.581$, $p < .05$) but the beta value was nonsignificant for FPS ($\beta = -.396$, $p < .05$). On the other hand, when the moderator GBU was input into the regression, the interaction terms for GMS and GBU had significant beta values for GPS ($\beta = 0.833$, $p < .01$), but the beta value was nonsignificant for FPS ($\beta = -0.418$, $p < .01$).

Model 4 in Table 19 reveals the moderating effect of SCO and GBU on GTD. When the moderator SCO was entered into the regressions, the F value for the block of interactions was significant for GPS (9.905) and FPS (4.709), and the $R^2$ was significant for GPS (.734) and for FPS (.447). The interaction terms for GTD and SCO had slightly significant beta values for GPS ($\beta = .265$) and FPS ($\beta = 1.355$). When the moderator GBU was entered into the regression, the two interaction terms GTD and GBU had a significant beta value for GPS ($\beta = .791$, $p < .01$), FPS ($\beta = 1.636$, $p < .01$). The moderating effect of SCO and GBU for GMS and GTD on GPS and FPS can be summarized in Table 20.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Modera</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMS→GPS</td>
<td>SCO</td>
<td>1.581</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMS→FPS</td>
<td></td>
<td>-396</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTD→GPS</td>
<td>SCO</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTD→FPS</td>
<td>GBU</td>
<td>1.355</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMS→GPS</td>
<td>GBU</td>
<td>.833</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMS→FPS</td>
<td></td>
<td>-418</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTD→GPS</td>
<td>GBU</td>
<td>.791</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTD→FPS</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.636</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ✓ = hypothesis supported; × = hypothesis not supported.

5.8 Main effects of GMP on OPS

The empirical results advocate that the surveyed GMP is effective for GPS and FPS enhancement, as expected. The associations between GMP and OPS are positive signs, particularly in GTD. The exploration in Table 15 verified that the composite reliability of GTD (.88) was more significant than that of GMS (.85). It can be expected that successfully engaging in GTD signifies a vital role in alleviating the hold-up when implementing GMP. The
results of the main effects are summed up in Table 21.

Table 21. Main effect of green management practices (GMS/GTD) on organizational performance success (GPS/FPS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis for the effects of GMS/GTD on GPS/FPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>√ H1a Firms step up GMS adoption promotes GPS of the building projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√ H1b Firms step up GTD adoption promotes GPS of the building projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√ H2a Firms step up GMS adoption promotes FPS of the building projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√ H2b Firms step up GTD adoption promotes FPS of the building projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: √ = hypothesis supported; × = hypothesis not supported.

5.9 Interaction effects

Interaction effects of SCO on GMS/GTD on GPS/FPS. The interaction effects of SCO places on GMS (β = 1.581, p < 0.01 for GMS × SCO on GMS) help strengthen the associations with customers and suppliers in the improvement of GPS but not for FPS (β = −.396, p < .01 for GMS × SCO on FPS). This effect may be due to the fact that GMS has diluted the impact of SCO on the FPS. In other words, the company has to pay double overheads to recruit their own GMS team to source the green products and to pay their supplier for their resource and delivery of the green products.

However, the moderating effect of SCO is powerful for GTD practices (β = .265, p < .01 for GTD × SCO on GPS) & (β = 1.355, p < .01 for GTD × SCO on FPS). This finding is significant because companies that pursue green product development often find it challenging to carry out this GTD management practice unless SCO is in place. In fact, SCO is an essential activator to many GTD practices.

Interaction Effects of GBU on GMS/GTD on GPS/FPS. The moderating effect of GBU has weakened the association between GMS and FPS (β = −.418, p < .01 for GMS × GBU on FPS), but not for GPS (β = .833, p < .01 for GMS × GBU on GPS). This result did not support H5b such that GBU will weaken the effect of GMS on FPS, but strengthen the effect on GPS under H5a. It further indicates the GMS’s defective role under uncertainty, signifying that firms should be aware that the uncertainty in such situations must be measured when assessing the payoff from GMS application efforts. An implication for this negative moderating effect of GBU is that the comparatively high degree of the competitive environment in GMS impels the construction firms to start more operative cross-functional collaboration. It also effectuates more green marketing knowledge transfer strategies; strengthens the top management support, and articulates unique expertise to manage the uncertainty, thereby decreasing FPS. However, in this context, GBU can be considered as an enabler instead of a deactivator to effectuate FPS. However, the market uncertainties will exacerbate the applicability of green marketing strategy (GMS) in pursuing green performance success (GPS) of the firm.

On the other hand, the moderating effect of GBU for GTD is powerful for GTD management practices (β = .791, p < .01 for GTD × GBU on GPS) & (β = 1.636, p < .01 for GTD × GBU on FPS). The results agree with the hypotheses H6a and H6b such that the GBU did moderate positively the effect of GTD on both GPS and FPS. The uncertainties in the market will exacerbate the applicability of the green technology development in pursuing green building development. The interactive effects of moderators SCO and GBU are summed up in Table 22.

Table 22. The moderating effect of SCO and GBU for green management practices (GMS/GTD) and organizational performance success (GPS/FPS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses for the moderators SCO and GBU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>√ H1a Supplier cooperation (SCO) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s green marketing strategy (GMS) and green performance success (GPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× H1b Supplier cooperation (SCO) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s green marketing strategy (GMS) and financial performance success (FPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√ H2a Supplier cooperation (SCO) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s green technologies development (GTD) and green performance success (FPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√ H2b Supplier cooperation (SCO) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s green technologies development (GTD) and financial performance success (FPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√ H3a Green building uncertainty (GBU) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s green marketing strategy (GMS) and green performance success (FPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× H3b Green building uncertainty (GBU) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s green marketing strategy (GMS) and financial performance success (FPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√ H4a Green building uncertainty (GBU) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s green technologies development (GTD) and green performance success (FPS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√ H4b Green building uncertainty (GBU) moderates positively the relationship between the firm’s green technologies development (GTD) and financial performance success (FPS).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: √ = hypothesis supported; × = hypothesis not supported.
5.10 The post-survey interview

Ten respondents randomly selected from the mail survey obtained. They were all taken the role of project management role. Two were registered architectural architects, two were qualified building service engineers, four were building surveyors and two were landscape architects. Among them, four got the BEAM–Pro qualification accredited under the HKGBC.

The green project involved by the interviewees in the sample averages 24 months with 23 members in the company. Considering the contract sum, there is a widespread distribution average of HK$330 million. The interviewees, on average, have 12 to 13 years of experience in green project management. Ten percent of the sample has a professional certification in project management or, a Master’s degree in the field. Compared with the conventional buildings, the sample identified that the green buildings have contributed to the following percentage change on average:

- increase in construction cost: 4.9%
- increase in the project period: 3.2%
- decrease in operating costs: 6.5%
- increase in building values: 6.4%
- increase in return on an asset: 5.1%
- increase in occupancy: 4.2%
- increase in the rental charge: 4.1%

6. The case studies findings and results

6.1 The case studies

It was posited that four to 10 case studies would be sufficient to adopt multiple case studies as a research survey for this study\(^{[223]}\). This study uses 10 case studies under the context, as illustrated in Table 12. The choice of the cases reviews is based on the following criteria, as mentioned in the methodology:

- Ten completed green-certified buildings under different developers are randomly selected among the following buildings: one for a public building, two for industrial building and institutional building, and five for the private ones.
- Post-case-studies interviews are arranged with the above projects’ working team selected to complete the survey questions under this study. These post-case-studies interviews with the project team to complete the survey questions designed under this study is valuable as a cross-check with the mail survey. The project team comprises the developer, the architect, the green consultant, and the main contractor, who all participated in the case study.

The 10 project case studies are recorded in Table 23.

### Table 23. Scope of the case studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project type</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Selected</th>
<th>Number of associated developers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Public</td>
<td>PU</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Industrial</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Institutional</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Private</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The projects randomly chosen are put in Table 24. The following Table 25 displays the reference model guiding the case study analysis with each practice grouped within the GMP (GMS/GTD).
Table 25. Groupings and practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gropping</th>
<th>Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMS</td>
<td>GMS1: Green marketing strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GMS2: Green promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GMS3: Green products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GMS4: Green information platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTD</td>
<td>GTD1: Eco-design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTD2: Green environmental technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTD3: Reliable renewable energy development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCO</td>
<td>SCO1: Supply management capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO2: Supplier corporate social responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO3: Supplier environmental capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO4: Comprehensive GMS &amp; GTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO5: Site delivery, logistics performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO6: Integration of technological and logistical level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO7: Environmental and economic performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCO8: Quality and flexibility performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBU</td>
<td>GBU1: Uncertain in the supply and demand of green building projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GBU2: Uncertain green materials and technologies performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GBU3: Uncertain know-how of the project participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>GPS1: Waste emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPS2: Consumption of harmful/toxic materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPS3: Environmental accidents frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPS4: Company’s prestige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPS5: Green certification award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPS</td>
<td>FPS1: Operating costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FPS2: Building value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FPS3: Return of investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FPS4: Occupancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FPS5: Rental charge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: GMS = green marketing strategy; GTD = green technologies development; SCO = supplier cooperation; GBU = green building uncertainty; GPS = green performance success; FPS = financial performance success.

Moderators of supplier cooperation and green building uncertainty and green performance success and financial performance success are grouped under this table. The groupings formed the basis for the survey questionnaires.

Each project’s practices associated with those listed in Table 25 are stipulated in the following figures, where PU is used for the public projects, ID for the industrial project, IS for the institutional projects, and PR for the private projects. For details of the case studies, please refer to the appendix.

6.2 Expert interviews (post-case-studies interviews)

6.2.1 The expert interviews

Post-cast-studies interviews are conducted with each of the project team participated in the projects above. Each project team comprises the developer, the architect, the green consultant, and the main contractor. The survey questions are asked, and the answers in consensus are recorded as follows under Figure 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practices</th>
<th>Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GBD1 GRD specifications</td>
<td>Almost all the participants (99%) agreed that the specifications should include GBD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBD2 GRD guides available in HK</td>
<td>Most participants (99%) disagreed that the guides for preparing GBD can be easily found in HK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBD3 Sufficient GRD specifications in the public sector work</td>
<td>Almost all the participants (99%) disagreed that the current public sector specifications have sufficient GRD considerations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBD4 Sufficient GRD specifications in the private sector work</td>
<td>Most participants (79%) disagreed that the current private sector specifications have sufficient GRD considerations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBD5 GRD database available in the company</td>
<td>Almost all the participants (99%) disagreed that the database of GBD is adequately available in their company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBD6 GRD for mandatory requirements only</td>
<td>Almost all the participants (99%) disagreed that the GRD is mainly for satisfying mandatory requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBD7 Senior management fully support GBD</td>
<td>All participants agreed (68%) and strongly agreed (48%) that adopting GBD should be obligatory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBD8 GBD should be obligatory</td>
<td>All participants agreed (68%) and strongly agreed (48%) that adopting GBD should be obligatory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All participants considered that it is very important (80%) and critically significant (50%) to lay down an information platform to include all the green suppliers, and green products with good performance record.

All participants considered that it is very important (70%) and critically significant (30%) to design the green building firms’ social value.

All participants agreed (70%) and strongly agreed (30%) that the supplier cooperation is exclusively followed by building firms who are adopting a comprehensive green marketing supply strategy and green technologies development.

Almost all the participants agreed (80%) and strongly agreed (20%) with 70% neutral that the cooperation of the suppliers improved/enhanced their active involvement of environmental capabilities as well as those of the building firms.

Most of the participants agreed (60%) and strongly agreed (40%) with 30% neutral that the cooperation of the suppliers ensured better logistics performance of manufacturers as well as the building firms logistic and site storage/housekeeping performance.

Most of the participants agreed (80%) and strongly agreed (30%) with 20% neutral that the high integration of technologies and logistics, and supplier base reduction, led to stepping up the collaboration of environmental protection and organizational performance of the building firms.

Most of the participants agreed (80%) and strongly agreed (30%) with 38% neutral that the supplier cooperation has positive quality, delivery, flexibility performance and environmental performance impact on the building firms.
### Green building uncertainty (GBU) relative agreement (low-high)[1-5]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GBU1</th>
<th>Uncertain in the supply and demand for green building projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the participants disagreed (100%) that the demand and supply of green building projects have faced uncertainty.

### Green materials and technologies performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GBU2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the participants agreed (90%) and strongly agreed (10%) that the development of green materials and green technologies are still in its infancy and are uncertain in their environmental performance.

### Uncertain project team’s know-how

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GBU3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the participants agreed (90%) and strongly agreed (10%) that there will be GBU if the project team does not reach the standards of green construction practice and know-how that are prerequisites for the green success performance of the project.

---

### Financial performance success (FPS) relative performance achieved (low-high)[1-5]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FPS1</th>
<th>Operating costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The company has decreased the average operating costs relatively significantly (100%) compared with last year.

### Building value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FPS2</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The company has increased the average building value relatively significantly (40%) and significantly (60%) compared with last year.

### Return on investment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FPS3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The company has improved the average return on investment relatively significantly (10%) and significantly (90%) as compared with last year.

### Occupancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FPS4</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The company has increased the average occupancy moderately (20%), relatively significantly (60%), and significantly (20%) as compared with last year.

### Rental charge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FPS5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The company has increased the average rental charge relatively significantly (90%) and significantly (10%) as compared with last year.

---

### Acceptable changes in pursuing GBD [AC] Acceptable changes [Reduction-Increase][1-5]

#### AC1 - Construction cost

- 50% of the participants accepted an increase in construction cost by 1% to 10% in pursuing GBD. Others (70%) did not take any significant change in construction cost in this respect.

#### AC2 - Maintenance cost

- 30% of the participants accepted an increase in maintenance costs by 1% to 10% in pursuing GBD. Others (20%) did not take any significant change in maintenance cost in this respect.

#### AC3 - Durability

- 70% of the participants accepted an increase in durability by 1% to 10% in pursuing GBD. Others (20%) did not take any significant change in durability in this respect.

#### AC4 - Buildability

- 70% of the participants accepted an increase in buildability by 1% to 10% in pursuing GBD. 10% accepted a change of more than 10%. Others (20%) did not take any significant change in buildability in this respect.

#### AC5 - Project period

- 30% of the participants accepted an increase in the project period by 1% to 10% in pursuing GBD. 5% took a change of more than 10%. Others (20%) did not take any significant change in the project period in this respect.

---

### Summary

- The project team has established engineering systems to reduce waste emission relatively significantly (100%) compared with last year.
- The company has increased the average rental charge relatively significantly (100%) as compared with last year.
- The company has decreased the average operating costs relatively significantly (100%) compared with last year.
- The company has increased the average building value relatively significantly (40%) and significantly (60%) compared with last year.
- The company has improved the average return on investment relatively significantly (10%) and significantly (90%) as compared with last year.

---

Figure 11. Results of the post-case-studies interviews.
Table 26. Sample descriptive statistics for the post-case-studies interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee Green PM experience (years)</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>1.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Green project contract sum (in a million HK$)</td>
<td>386.0</td>
<td>17.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract period (in months)</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>1.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team size (number)</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>1.449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in construction cost (%)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>1.647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in the project period (%)</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed building Decrease in operating costs (%)</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>1.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed building Increase in building values (%)</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>1.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed building Increase in return in an asset (%)</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>1.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed building Increase in occupancy (%)</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>1.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed building Increase in the rental charge (%)</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>2.221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interviewees have taken the green project averages contract period of 27 months with a team size of 24 members. Considering the contract sum, there is a widespread distribution average of HK$330 million.

The interviewees, on average, have 13 years of experience in green project management. Ninety percent of the sample has a professional certification in project management or a Master’s degree in the field. Compared with the conventional buildings, the sample identified that the green buildings have contributed to the following percent change on average:

- Increase in construction cost: 6.4%
- Increase in the project period: 4.6%
- Decrease in operating costs: 6.8%
- Increase in building values: 9.2%
- Increase in return on assets: 11%
- Increase in occupancy: 8.9%
- Increase in the rental charge: 12.6%

6.3 Recommendations from the expert interviews

The interviewees recommended public access to green materials, and product standards and specifications should be made available via a convenient website. Based on the green certification requirements, information about the source of green materials and their performance is still limited and insufficient. It is generally accepted that the green label scheme should be updated to have a universal standard of green construction materials for diversified categories and to include other types. More green guidelines should be established on green marketing and procurement for construction staff to have a more precise green construction concept. An in-house green marketing strategy and green technologies development list of effective and efficient energy-saving equipment, appliances, and devices should be compiled by developers, contractors, and suppliers to encourage and facilitate the implementation of GMP like GMS and GTD.

The government should take a leading role in promoting the industry to adopt GMP. The feed-in-tariff scheme to encourage the development of renewable energy is the first step. Under the scheme, any premise installing the solar photovoltaic or wind systems can sell the renewable energy to the power companies in Hong Kong at a rate as high as five times more than the normal electrical rate. Other means of competitive awards and incentive schemes should also be included and publicized in driving the industry to go green. Provisions of GMP in the landing bidding process are highly recommended. More initiatives should be considered to implement GMP in all public projects. For instance, subsidies and tax reductions/exemptions to a certain extent should be provided to the construction firms as incentives to adopt GMP. The government should also institute a registration scheme for all green materials and products as Green Label Scheme for private developers to follow. The existing green materials listed in the current Green Label Scheme are limited compared to similar schemes overseas. Enlarging the Green Label Scheme’s diversity and performance liability standards in Hong Kong would entail a more comprehensive local code of practice for GMP to follow in the building industry. In this case, the government should require the contractors to procure those labeled green materials on the list as a prerequisite for the green certification under Hong Kong BEAM Plus.

To enhance the suppliers’ cooperation, the suppliers should conduct research on green construction materials with cost-saving data to build up the developers’ and contractors’ confidence. They should incorporate Hong Kong Green Label Scheme to certify the construction green materials they supplied. The suppliers should always update and expand the categories and the ranges of green alternatives with green performance details for the clients to choose from. The active engagement of suppliers in enhancing GMP is also significant. It helps provide more options and details of the performance data of the green construction materials in the local market.
Table 27. Green management practices recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GMP stakeholders</th>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Recommendations undertook in all stages of building life cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HK Government</td>
<td>Briefing</td>
<td>Promote using “Hong Kong Green Label Scheme” (HKGLS). Lay down GMP and procurement of the green labelled materials under HKGLS a mandatory requirement for all tenders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Build up the guidelines/authorized persons, and contractors practice notes of GMP for the building industry for all construction projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stipulate green materials/products in the environmental regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Expand the list of green materials database registered under HKGLS in collaboration and cooperation with the Hong Kong Green Building Council (HKCBC) and the suppliers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Incentivize the GMP scheme with gross floor area exemption complying with specified criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tendering</td>
<td>Implement the GMP in all the public projects run by the Hong Kong Housing Authority and the Architectural Services Department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK Green Building Council</td>
<td>Briefing</td>
<td>Cooperate with HK Government to expand the categories and performance standards of green materials under the HKGLS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Raise green building awareness offering practical green solutions to the industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Devise guidelines to introduce the best green practices in building design, construction, and operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Offer green training, education, and qualifications (e.g., BEAM Prequalification) to promote and encourage green building development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperate and link with the world green building council to expand the diversities of green materials, products, and technologies into the Hong Kong building industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developers</td>
<td>Briefing</td>
<td>Adopt the GMP as a mandatory requirement under the construction contract.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Take the lead to input various green materials as listed in the HKGLS in the specification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pursue green certification for all projects under Hong Kong BEAM Plus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lay down incentive scheme for obtaining green certified project by the contractors (e.g., a lump sum award if the project is awarded a green certification score of platinum).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Target to achieve harmonization effect in the design between the people, the environment, and the city community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Focus the design on green construction by reducing carbon emissions, using highly energy-efficient appliances and devices, recycling materials, and improving the interior environmental conditions of thermal, audial, and visual comfort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Stipulate the GMP requirements in the tender specifications and conditions of the tender to encourage the use of green technologies and green materials in the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lay down the green technologies to be adopted in the tender specifications (e.g., using chilled ceiling, solar energy stacking system, green roofing, and wastewater recycling and reuse system).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Foster “Green City” icon in the development area with renewal and conservation of energy (e.g., using a vertical green planting wall like a green belt formed through all the vertical balconies on the external facade with 40% green cover).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use recycled materials/products with a prefabricated element in the main area of the development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Form a green feature learning walkway to enhance the eco-friendly design concept for the public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultants</td>
<td>Briefing</td>
<td>Lay down the environmental practice codes in the specifications (e.g., ISO 14001/14004) the Environmental Management systems to be followed in the GMP and to strictly abide BS8900 the management systems for green development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Introduce using StarfonTM as an interior and exterior building material produced from recycled low-carbon concrete of a non-toxic nature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dedicate to pursue new and reliable energy development from natural resources and environmental services with the target to reduce the greenhouse gas emission and global warming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Advise the developers to adopt energy-efficient systems and choice of HKGLS registered green materials suitable for the project (e.g., the reusable pavement blocks, and introduce the use of intelligent Fan Coil Units [iFCUTM] to save the energy consumed for cooling air ventilation and distribution, which in practice can save energy as much as 80%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMP stakeholders</td>
<td>Stages</td>
<td>Recommendations undertook in all stages of building life cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractors</td>
<td>Tendering</td>
<td>Propose in the tender method statement to adopt just-in-time site delivery and logistic system thus enhancing the supplier good cooperation for the better delivery and site housekeeping performance for the project implementation. Use GMP to incorporate green technologies and materials into the tender preliminaries. Stipulated the green materials to be used in the project like low VOC products and timber sourced from those certified by the FSC and do not use harmful and toxic materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Take precautions during construction to ensure public safety and minimize inconvenience to the community (e.g., install a CCTV system on the trolley of the tower crane and in the designated lifting area at ground level, set up a traffic control team to coordinate traffic flow near the site area, control the hot works strictly with designated worker and permission obtained from the site management prior to working). Select suitable subcontractors and suppliers to use right green performance building materials and good site environmental control of pollution. Use the construction materials that were produced close to the site to reduce the carbon footprint further. This project also introduced StarfonTM as an interior and exterior building material produced from recycled low-carbon concrete of a non-toxic nature. Work closely with the contractors to strictly follow the design criteria for implementing green technologies and green materials registered under HK green label system. Align the GMS with that of the developer for green building development. Lay down an information platform to include all the green suppliers and green products and utilities with a good performance record. Implement measures to improve the interior air quality of the site, including good housekeeping, use of adequate fans to ventilate the working area and low emitting paints and coatings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppliers</td>
<td>Briefing</td>
<td>Ensure testing and researching materials supplied are green with good quality performance to build up the confidence of the developers. Categorize the supplied green materials into registered materials under HK GLS with performance data and job references.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tendering</td>
<td>Furnish as much information as possible for the green materials proposed, including the green performance standard and testing data and job references. Offer factory investigation trip to audit the green quality of the materials proposed. Perform performance test for the green facilities. Determine the green alternatives for the developer to choose with competitive price and good quality property. Apply storm water recycling system and waste management program to demonstrate waste enhancement and social responsibility. Integrate technological and logistical to increase the supplier cooperation and collaboration performance into the tender proposal, such as a waste audit to check recycling and disposal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Follow strictly the manufacturing procedure to implement the energy-efficient appliances. Accept the price premium to adopt green products and utilities to reduce carbon footprint. Cooperate with the building management to sort out the waste into recycled bins for waste disposal and reuse. Convert the households lighting system into LED energy-saving appliances. Save water usage by installing water reducing faucets/WC units.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At the project level, the contract specifications or conditions of the contract should stipulate more reliable reusable materials as part of the bidding requirements. Adoption of building information modeling (BIM) should be improvised at the design stage to eliminate any drawing discrepancies to avoid rework and construction waste. Emphasis on the environmental consultants should be placed on their responsibilities to advise green technologies and green products and facilities for energy-efficient application in the project. The environmental consultants should help audit the project’s green performance status while implementing the testing and commissioning of all the green facilities installed to ascertain the green performance of these devices. Last but not least, introducing a full and effective green market platform as a green database would definitely help promote the concept of green procurements in GMP and progressively lower the green material costs. The GMP recommendations are summed up in Table 27.

7. Discussions

7.1 Strengths and weakness of the study

7.1.1 The strengths

In this study, the SCO and the GBU that support or hinder the relationship between green management practices (GMS/GTD) and organization performance success (GPS/FPS) can be evaluated quantitatively in Study 2 allowing data to be testified in Study 3 in real green-certified buildings. This will broaden the perspective development of the research questions, thus conducive to the results’ generalization possibility. The strengths of this mixed-methods research design can be identified as follows.

(1) Available research tools.
All of the available research tools can be used to gather more comprehensive data. This research approach will result in a broader and deeper perspective of the research questions.

(2) Observations and statistical analyses.
Both observations and statistical analyses are included in one study, enhancing the evidential support for the findings.

(3) Two types of research.
Using both the word (qualitative research) and numbers (quantitative research) as a means for communication and inductive/deductive analytical reasoning will most likely appeal to and be capable of drawing in many audiences.

Offsetting weaknesses in research designs. Quantitative research is weak to interpret the data context while qualitative research may include biases devoid of statistical analysis and generalization. Mixed method strategies can offset the weaknesses embedded either in one of the above research designs, allowing both assessment and statistical analysis in this one study.

(4) Data comparison.
Cross comparisons of the data obtained from the combined quantitative and qualitative research design are especially valuable in understanding contradictions between the research designs’ findings. GMS/GTD as the management practices’ impact on the GPS and FPS got from the post-survey interview may be different from the data obtained from the mail survey. In this case, data that caused contradictions should call for further evaluations.

(5) Expert experience.
The combined research design enabled the experts to have a chance to express their point of view of their actual work experience, thus offering valuable information that is solid and supportive of the findings in the study.

(6) Flexibility in research methodology.
Both studies using observations and interviews (qualitative design) and randomized trials (quantitative design) can be integrated to avoid bias and contribute to mutual support and evaluations. All kinds of construction professionals like building surveyors, architects, building services engineers, and building engineers can be catered for their experience in GMS/GTD together with the effects on GPS and FPS.

(7) More comprehensive data.
For instance, GPS and FPS often combined the data collected quantitatively (i.e., financial return value) and qualitatively (i.e., descriptions and images of green highlights) to deliver more comprehensive green performance data than anyone method taken individually.

7.1.2 The weaknesses
The study may suffer from the following
weaknesses.

(1) Applicability of GMS and GTD to building activities.

The GMS and GTD are both new concept in the implementation of building activities. In-depth literature reviews should be sought if these two organization strategies can be applied effectively in the construction sector, which possesses unique characteristics of one-off duration. All the subcontractors, suppliers, and even the consultants will meet only to complete the project only where a long-term relationship is hard to foster. The collaboration and communications required for green project delivery success will be difficult to effectively implement for both GMS and GTD.

(2) Potential bias.

The investigation may be restricted, which may bias the findings. Either GMS or GTD is not the only available organizational strategy to give the green building activities. Other strategies like green procurement, logistic management, and total quality management should be explored and included in the study to conform to the building activities’ one-off nature.

(3) Deficiency of case studies.

Ten case studies may not be capable of generalizing the findings. More as-built green projects that should be investigated in different countries may be required.

7.2 Theoretical and practical contributions

7.2.1 Theoretical contributions

The integration of GMS and GTD as green management practices is a new perspective that limited studies can be found as revealed in the systematic literature review in Appendix 1. The study will give a new theoretical development of a novel perspective to offer green environmental advantage and a brand image for the company in pursuing green-certified buildings as a GPS and FPS. Additionally, a transformation of green management with GTD into green management model and marketing strategy to GMS will introduce a new theoretical development of green organization strategy and green model in the green building studies.

The study will also create and expand a green market and manufacturing philosophy in aligning the “lean and green” synthesis model of the application to green building activities to encourage green products and green technologies to improve environmental performance.

7.2.2 Managerial contributions

The study will help the top management set up good recommendations and stipulations to inculcate green culture in the company. The top executives can introduce green vision and mission statement to retrieve the green economic value in return. GMS and GTD or other green organizational strategies can be set up as long-term management implementation goal for green building activities. Several practical and managerial implications and recommendations are put forward by the papers reviewed. The integration of GMS and GTD as green management practices will credit the project owners, shareholders, consumers, and the community alike. The green building certification status will give brand prestige to the company and generate an appealing publication to the community, thus retaining more loyal customers. A linkage of quality branding icons and social responsibility image at the corporate level will ultimately escalate the sales and stock prices. They may trigger a “GTD consumption” campaign effect, which is valuable to the marketing manager. After all, for the success of GMS and GTD, full commitments of top executives are considered essential for GPS and FPS. Without the top management’s commitments, the green management team will not be supported adequately and in time facilities and financial back up to realize the desired green project outcomes.

The SCO is the next vital moderating force to enable the green project team to be empowered to propose innovative green solutions for the projects’ success. Under the SCO’s impetus and support, green managers should keep a green building development perspective for the whole building lifecycle environmental benefits and economic value establishment.

A framework to implement the stakeholders’ expectations can be exemplified as follows:

- The supplier should establish in line with the firm a capable green professional team with green technical know-how and experience for GPS.
- The project team is short of green knowledge. The building project is very sophisticated; the
supplier can supplement the information required so that environmental performance can comply. This supplier cooperation will allow flexibility for the ecological performance impact on the building teams.

- The building firm should establish its GMS and GTD comprehensively to step up its supplier cooperation.
- The building firm should document its specific green features and vision statements at the start so that every supplier can be clearly and precisely followed the directions to enhance the SCO.

The SCO is crucial to effectuate the green management practices in terms of GMS and GTD and encourage top management and the whole organization to put up the required resources capacity and ability to pursue GPS and FPS for green building delivery.

7.3 Limitations

Combined methods of using quantitative and qualitative research studies are challenging to implement when they are intervened with studying the effects of two management practices involving GMS and GTD on the GPS and the FPS. Below are some of the critical issues to be aware of:

- It is difficult to evaluate the data. The combined research designs are complex to plan and execute but also, they require a more detailed planning procedure, to integrate all phases of the research. This integration includes developing the research data for qualitative and quantitative portions, their sequence to timing the qualitative and quantitative research, and the scheduled plan to integrate them. Combining these data for analysis from each design method is often a difficult task for many researchers.

- The combined GMS and GTD studies require a multi-team of researchers who may not be familiar with the methods they are acquainted with. Expertise in marketing strategies may not acquaint with the construction industry’s green working procedures and vice versa. Finding researchers who are comfortable with both quantitative and qualitative research analysis methods and vice versa can be challenging, if not difficult, not to mention the standards each method may involve. For example, the analyses of GMS and GTD quantitatively require much larger sample sizes to obtain statistical significance than the other qualitative analysis method, which requires drawing the experiences and expert advice from the green leaders.

- Much more resources are required. Combined design methods necessitate much more resources involving more workforce and time. Apart from the resources required to conduct the interviews of many informants, a heavy mail survey is also needed for quantitative analyses to strengthen/make the qualitative data collected more vital and robust.

Either GMS or GTD may have been used in other manufacturing industries as GMP. However, applicability in the construction industry is still rare as the construction industry has its own unique features. Further investigations should be placed if these factors apply to the construction industry. All the construction projects are set in at one-off format without any long-term relationship probability with all subcontractors, suppliers and even manufacturers. GMS and GTD are not the only tools to drive GPS and FPS to the construction firm. Other elements like green leadership style, management for supply chain and total quality should be sought to see how these can also be adopted to resolve the peculiar features of the construction industry as it is devoid of any building of long-term relationship with all the building partners of subcontractors, suppliers and/or even manufacturers. Other knowledge of GMS and GTD techniques and their applicability in the construction industry should be fully evaluated. The mail survey may not be able to cover all the aspects of the whole construction industry. Case studies should be further evaluated before a realistic research model can be built up. After all, it is worth noting that both the mail survey and case studies are carried out in Hong Kong and may not be generalizable to other countries.

The as-built project studies cannot accommodate the exploration of the GMS & GTD in other building lifecycle stages, and it may offer another worthwhile study. Additionally, the perspectives of the project building stakeholders are also vital for the GPS. Multi perspectives can shed light on the research relating to the conflicts that may be encountered in this aspect. Critical analysis of the success factors of GMS and GTD may give further insight into practical applications to step up the green management for GPS and FPS.
The topmost significant factors that will be overlooked are the green stipulations by the statutory bodies and stakeholders tendering specifications and conditions for adoption of green building certification. Other factors may include “Green certification standards and green procurement requirements specified by the government”, followed by “whole building life-cycle environmental considerations and green construction technology, attributes of green marketing strategies and green management,” and “Project Building Stakeholders’ commitments and requirements.”

Advanced construction information technology (e.g., BIM), employing 2D and 3D modeling platforms, will help the designers and engineers to visualize the conflict of each trade to streamline the drawings divergences and discrepancies. This BIM will ensure the project can be constructed in one go without any rework waste.

Another establishment of information platform for green market and green suppliers with performance details is also worth investigating to lower the green costs and assure of GPS and FPS in the green building development.

8. Main findings & conclusive comments and future research and future research agenda

8.1 Main findings & conclusive comments

This study set out to answer two research questions (RQs):

RQ1: What effects will the green management practices (GMP) in terms of green marketing strategy (GMS) and green technologies development (GTD) be placed on the building organizational performance success (OPS) in terms of green performance success (GPS) and financial performance success (FPS)?

RQ2: Are there any moderating factors that will strengthen or weaken the effect of GMP on OPS?

For RQ1, this study provides new insights and contributions to the extant literature by putting forward a measurement research model for GMP on OPS using mail survey/post-survey interviews and case studies of 10 green-certified building blocks/post case studies interview with these green success experts. The review uses five measurements for GMS, three for GTD as GMP to test OPS with five measurements for both GPS and FPS. The research model verified that GMP has an affirmative and substantial impact on OPS. The additional resources made for GMS and GTD in larger companies have no association with their performance outcome. It is also interesting to note from the analysis that the effect of GTD on OPS is much more significant than that of GMS, indicating that the engagement of GTD is more vital to have a better performance in both GPS and FPS. The case studies confirmed this positive and significant association of GMP with OPS.

Furthermore, both the post-survey and post-case study affirmed the financial performance achievement for implementing GMP as stated in the previous survey by McGraw Hill Construction and Urban Green Council[126]. Adjusting the inflation factor and variance in the market condition, FPS’s achievement value in the Hong Kong building industry implementing GMP (see Table 28) has a higher percentage in the averaged increase in the rental charge, occupancy, the return of investment, and building values but the lower decrease of operating costs.

For RQ2, the two moderators identified in this study are SCO and GBU. The inclusion or exclusion of SCO and GBU will strengthen or weaken the effect of GMP on OPS. The study indicated that the OPS would be much improved if the companies strategically employed and integrated SCO’s efficiency with that of the innovative GTD. However, the interplay of SCO with GMS on FPS is not significantly effective contrary to the positive support for the association of SCO on the OPS[138]. This may be due to the fact the GMS has diluted the effect of SCO on the FPS and the double overheads incurred for both GMS and SCO may weaken the FPS. In contrast, the analysis revealed that GBU, when interacting with GMS, weakens the firm FPS. In this connection, GBU acts as a barrier to FPS, concurs with the study made by the literature study[124]. However, a high degree of a competitive environment in GMS compels the building firms to step up the green marketing’s strategies to effectuate the collaboration between all parties. In particular, more top management support and input from more green experts can be drawn to deter this uncertainty.
Table 28. The cross-comparison of the results of the post-survey interviews and post-case studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Post-survey interviews</th>
<th>Post-case-studies interviews</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>McGraw Hill Construction and Urban Green Council 2006 survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green PM experience (years)</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>12.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green project contract sum (in a million HK $)</td>
<td>330.0</td>
<td>386.0</td>
<td>358.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract period (in months)</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team size (number)</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>23.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in construction cost</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>5.65%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in the project period</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>3.90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease in operating costs</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>6.65%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in building values</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>7.80%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in return in asset</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>8.05%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in occupancy</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>6.55%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in the rental charge</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>8.35%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this context, the GBU can be treated as an impetus to drive the development of GMP to turn these green pressures into a competitive edge to diversify the firms’ risk into new market regions and increase their green performance success. However, this increase in management resources may weaken FPS.

Again, both the post-survey and post-case studies revealed that the green pressures are coming from:

- Green materials and green technologies. The development of green materials and green technologies is still in its infancy and is uncertain in their environmental performance.

- Project team know-how. The lacking of green management, construction practice, knowledge of green technologies, and green marketing strategy may deter the organizational performance success.

However, most of the interviewees did not accept that green building projects’ demand and supply have caused uncertainty in this respect. This is understandable as the housing demand in Hong Kong is always greater than that of the supply. Pursuant to the Global Survey for Housing Affordability, Hong Kong ranked as the top most expensive city to live in. The living space per capita in Hong Kong in 2018 is 12 m². In 2016, the residents who lived in private and public houses were respectively 50% and 31%, and it takes an average 5.3 years to queue for public dwellings provided by the Housing Authority. Both the demand and rental charge for a home is escalating. The low supply and high demand for housing are crucial causes for the high housing costs in Hong Kong, with more than 7 million residents spreading across 1,106 square kilometers. Besides, there is very scarce developable land left in Hong Kong as the livable land is embraced between bodies of water and rising mountains. The bidding of the developed land by the mainland developers is another vital cause to raising the land’s selling price to a record high, thus escalating the demand price of housing further.

It is interesting to note the results of the post-survey interviews and post-case-studies interviews. Table 28 shows this cross-comparison.

Table 28 indicates that:

- The interviewees on average are more or less the same in their years of experience in green project management (4% higher in knowledge for the post case studies interviewees on average).

- The green project involved by the interviewees was higher for the post-case-studies interviewees in contract sum, contract period (17% and 10% respectively) while the team size both are more or less the same (5% higher for the post-case-studies interviewees).

Compared with the conventional buildings, the average combining the post-survey and the post-case-studies sample identified a moderate contribution to the following percentage achievement in Table 29:
Table 29. Post-survey and post-case-studies interview results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Completed green buildings achievement</th>
<th>Average % achieved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Increase in construction cost</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Increase in the project period</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Decrease in operating costs</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Increase in building values</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Increase in return in asset</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Increase in occupancy</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Increase in the rental charge</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be established that those actual green projects can attribute more financial performance success while the decrease in operating costs is more or less the same (5% more in the operating costs decrease for the post case studies interviewees’ green projects).

8.2 Future research agenda

Though the methodological approach used both probabilistic (mail survey) and non-probabilistic samples (post-survey and case studies and post-case studies interviews), the generalization of the study findings is still limited. The sample was not probabilistically arranged in various strata of the sector, country company size, and project complexity. Only the company size was used as the control variable, and other variables were not considered, making the hypotheses related to other control variables unknown. Thus, using a stratified sample with a more probabilistic approach should be put into the future research agenda.

The ex-post facto case study research design restricted the analysis to a certain building lifecycle phase neglecting the other phases in applying the GMP, which could be an interesting research direction. It should be pointed out that the OPS can be affected by the developer’s perspectives, and so offering various and several outlooks in the research design can help clarify and understand the clashes in this GMP/OPS dimension in the future study.

Likewise, developers should take a leading and proactive role in pursuing green culture in the building industry. For example, a lump sum can be awarded to the consultants, contractors, sub-contractors, and even suppliers as encouragement and incentives if they can achieve the designated green milestone like reducing a certain percentage of waste emission. The developer can also take the initiative to specify green standard guidelines or green certification schemes acting as a warranty that the safety, green quality, and building value of the property can be ascertained to the highest standard. These findings may also help refine the GMP and stimulate the demand for GMP, green well-being and Hong Kong society’s green awareness and attitudes.

Moreover, the GMP designed construct is one of the possible associations between GMS/GTD and GPS/FPS. There may also be another dimension like green procurement and partnership, operational performance success, social and environmental impact, and so on. These association possibilities can incorporate many theoretical bases in the green and environmental literature, corporate social responsibility, and cultural ethics that may consolidate the research model for future research studies. The current study can be extended in various directions with a larger sample size. In particular, more respondents from the supplier group should be sought. Besides, it could be interesting to investigate in the next study the effectiveness of the green label system and the type of practices of green management in motivating the adoption of GMS and green procurement in various types of construction like precast and modular construction. The other effect of different green management practices/policies and incentives in stepping up the development of the green buildings in Hong Kong is also worth exploring and evaluating.

To sum up, and based on the above arguments, the possible future research plan can be identified as follows:

1. Impacts of information platform for the green markets and green suppliers with performance details to widen adoption of green development.
2. Critical success factors of green marketing strategy and total green management to effectuate motivation of the green development for success.
3. Indicators of project building stakeholder’s commitment to escalate green development in development countries.
4. Choosing the right green marketing strategy for green development.
5. Systematic literature review on green building materials and green technologies to combat global warming.
6. Managerial guidance to effectuate the communications and collaborations of the multi-disciplined green professionals and the construction
parties in green development.

Finally, further research should address the green cultural mind set build-up for green changes in the organizations; that is, the empirical studies of the organizational changes to go green.
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